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Etoj (Say has its revelations. What teem to be moun-

tains turn out to be only clouds ; the horizon forever recedes.

Of Japan. I would lay with Kipling's pilot: ** And i( any

man comes to you, and says^ *
I know the Javra currents,* don't

you listen to him ; for those cuncoti it never yet known to

mortal mani**

To estimate the Japanese student by his enors, his failures,

hit incapadty to comprehend sentiments and ideas alien to the

eiperience of hit race, is the mistake of the shallow : to jud;e

him rightly one must have learned to know the sdent moral

beroitm ol which he it capable.

—Lafcadio He:.ui



FROM THE DIARY OF AN ENGLISH

lEACHER.

I

I

Matsue, September, 2, 1890.1

AM under contract to serve

as English teacher in the Jin

jo Chugakko,^ or Ordinary

Middle School, and also in

the Shihan-Gakko, or Normal

School, of Matsue, Izumo, for the term^ of one

year.

The Jinjo Chiigakko is an immense

two-storey^ wooden building in European style,

painted a dark grey-blue. It has accomnio-

dation^ for nearly three hundred day-scholars.^

It is situated in one corner of a great square

of ground, bounded^ on two sides by canals,



^^^^^<r> B^t^h
at*©**-

-A:fcO. ;>tfl-H. tettl'-t.

"rai nil, 4, «l«ey|t xory i t«i, (f Jf. 5. accom-

roodalion ti», 6. day«:hol«r5 a4l<fe, l!£fl«T*ik'l|?)*

«i: {H * 4a, 7- bound ait i .
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and on the other two by very quiet streets.

This site is very near the ancient castle.

The Normal School is a much larger

building occupying the- opposite angle of the

square. It is also much handsomer, is painted

snowy white, and has a little cupola^ upon its

summit. There are only about one hundred

and fifty students^ in the Shihan-Gakko, but

they are boarders.^

Between these two schools are other

educational buildings, which I shall learn more

about later.

It is my first day at the schools. Nishi(?a

Sentaro/ the Japanese teacher of English, has

taken me through the buildings, introduced me

to the Directors, and to all my future collea-

o-ues, given me all necessary instructions about

hours and about text-books, and furnished my

desk with all things necessary. Before teach-

ing begins, however, I must be introduced to

im ^' <^"Po^a BlJilfio 2. students ^^^tm LX'X^^^<^ I
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the Governor of the Province, Koteda Yasu-

sada/ with whom my contract has been made,

through the medium of his secretary.^ So

Nishida leads the way to the Kencho, or

Prefectural office, situated in another foreign-

looking edifice across the street.

We enter it, ascend a wide stairway, and

enter a spacious room carpeted in European

fashion,—a room with bay^ windows and cush-

ioned chairs. One person is seated at a small

round table, and about him are standing half

a dozen others : all are in fuU^ Japanese

costume, ceremonial costume,— splendid silken

hakama, or^ Chinese trousers, silken robes,

silken haori or overdress, marked with their

men or family crests : rich and dignified attire

which makes me ashamed of my commonplace

Western garb. These are officials of the

Kencho, and teachers : the person seated is

^^Oh^K^ ».*t-U®n^^^iiX ^oUo 2. through ihe

nnedium of his secretary, ^^i g^l'S^lt'^ 11:0X11 ^i L^lfli^^

it i: C : ;i tk^mWXhio 3- bay-window ^ tfi t "f : ^^ * it^



VIK *ir 4^ i I'-aili L i: 'Xof-.ja. 4- (aW costume = fu'1

d'** i1-.«. ««, 5 "f BP-iSSi.;*. «OttM, fcSO^
(3. It. UDC.



the Governor. He rises to greet me, gives

me the hand-grasp of a giant : and as I look

into his eyes, I feel I shall love that man to

the day of my death. A face (resh and frank

as a boy*s, expressing much placid force and

large-hearted kindness^—all the calm of a

Buddha. Beside him, the other officials look

very small : indeed the first impression of him

is that of a man of another race. While I am

wondering whether the old Japanese heroes

were cast in a similar mould, he signs to me

to take a seat, and questions my guide^ in a

mellow basso.^ There is a charm in the fluent

depth of the voice pleasantly confirming the

idea suggested by the face. An attendant

briags tei.

*' The Governor asks," interprets Nishi-

da, ''if you know the old history of Izumo.'*

, I reply that I have read the Kojiki, trans-

lated by Professor Chamberlain, and have

therefore some knowledge of the story of
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jbo-cii^OA'*- *W?c'/h5 ( M,t 5, 'i!CIS55ilfcA
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Japan's most ancient province. Some con-

verse in Japanese follows. Nishida tells the

Governor that I came to Japan to study the

ancient religion and customs, and that I am

particularly interested in Shinto and the tradi-

tions of Izunio. The Governor suggests that

I make visits to the cerebrated shrines of

Ki:zuki/ Yaegaki,^ and Kumano/ and then

asks :

—

"Does he'* know the tradition of the

or'gin of the clapping of hands before a Shinto

shrine?*'

I reply in the negative ; and the Govern-

or says the tradition is given in a commentary^

upon the Kojiki.

** It is in the thirty-second section of the

fouiteenth® volume, where it is written that

Ya-he-Koto-Shiro-nushino-Kami clapped his

hands.''

'C h ^o 5- ^ commentary upon Ihe Kojiki ;i!|5;/^;bl:^ ' ifi'-^tllf^
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I tliank the Governor for his kind sugges -

tions and his citation/ After a brief silence I

am graciously dismissed^ with another genuine

hand-jrasp ; and we return to the school.

[ti] I. citation ^SIigL'Cffl;9gL'C< ill::. ;io
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II

T HAVE been teaching for three

hours in the Middle School,

and teaching Japanese boys

turns out^ to be a much.more

agreeable task than I had

imagined. Each class has been so well pre-

pared for me beforehand by Nishida that my

utter ignorance of Japanese makes no

difficulty in regard to teaching : more-

over, although the lads cannot understand

my words always when I speak, they

can understand whatever I write upon the

bl ckboard with chalk. Most of them have

already been studying English from childhood,

with Japanese teachers. All are wonderfully

docile and patient. According to old custom,

when the teacher enters, the whole class rises

and bows to him. He returns the bow, and

calls the roll.^

[fij '• *"^^^ o\it= resulls, shows in the end ;i ^jl ^9
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Nishida is only too^ kind. He helps n e

in every way he possibly can, and is constant-

ly regretting that he cannot help me mere.

There are, of course, some difficulties to over-

eomc. For instance, it will take me a very,

very long time to learn the names of the boys,

—most of which*^ names I cannot even pro-

noimco, with the class-roll before m\ / nd

althiOugh the names of the different chsses

have been painted* upon the doors of their

respective'* rooms in English letters, for the

benefit of the foreign teacher, it will take me

some weeks at least to become quite familiar

with them. For the time being^ Nishida

always guides me to the rooms. He also

sliows me the way, through long corridors, to

the Normal School, and introduces me to the

teacher Nakayama^ who is to act there as my

<;u:de.

I have b:en engaged to teach only four

nil I. only too = exceedingly ^|i^!:o 2. which names= whose

names, t". ore names. 3. painted ^ y^ ^ "X' i)*\^'*X^ ^
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Vmes a week at the Normal School ; but I am

furnished there also with a handsome desk in

the teachers' apartment, and am made to feel

at iiome^ almost immediately. Nakayama

shows me everything of interest in the building

before introducing me to my future pupils.

The introduction is pleasant and novel as a

school experience. I am conducted along a

corridor, and ushered into a large luminous

whitewashed^ room full of young men in dark

blue military uniform. Each sits at a very

small desk, supported by a single leg, with

three feet. At the end of the room is a plat-

form with a high desk and a chair for the

teacher. As I take my place at the desk, a

voice rings out in English :
'' Stand up ! " And

all rise with a springy^ movement as if moved

by machinery. ^^ Bow dojvn
!

'^ the same

voice again commands,—the voice of a young

student wearing a captain's stripes^ upon his

[fil '• t^ ^^^^ ^t home = to feel at ease as in one's own house ^
m>:-.%^^Um%V-Uh^ 2. white-washed a<^0'C^.t,
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sleeve ; and all salute me. I bow in return 5

we take our seats ; and the lesson begins.

All teachers at the Normal School are

saluted in the same military fashion before

each class-hour,— 01 ly the command is given

in Japanese. For my sake only, it is given in

English,
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III

September 22, 1890.

1] npHE Normal School is a

State institution.^ Students

are admitted upon examina-

tion and production of testi-

mony^ as to good character
;

but the number is, of course, limited. The

you g men pay no fees, no boarding-money,

nothing even for books, college-outfits,^ or

wearing-apparel They are lodged, clothed,

fed, and educated by the State ; but they are

required in return, after their graduation, to

serve the State as teachers for the space of

five years. Admission, however, by no means

assures graduation. There are three or four

examinations each year ; and the students who

fail to obtain a certain high average of exami-

nation marks must leave the school, however

[t£] State institution M±^ -^ J^MO I ^ ^ Mi^B \L. ^ ^
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tXempiary their conduct or earnest their study*

No leniency can be shown wliere the educa-

tional nce.Is of the State are concerned/ and

these call for natural ability and a high stand-

ard of its proofs

1 he discipline is military anc5 severe.

Indeed, it is so thorough that the graduate of

a Normal School is exempted by military law

from niore than a year's service in the army :^

he leaves college a trained soldier. Deport-

ment is also a requisite: special marks are

given for it ; and however gawky^ a freshman^

may prove at the time of his admission, he

cannot remain so. A spirit of manliness is

cultivated, which excludes roughness but, deve-

lops self-reliance and selfcontrol. The stu-

dent is required^ when speakings to look his

teacher in the face, and to utter his words not

only distinctly, but sonorously. Demeanour

tit] i are cbncerned .OMfi^t ^llTUo 2. these call

lor na'ural ability arid a high standard of lis proof, these = the

*educaiOnal needs, call for = demand ^->J^'f Z> ^ i'^ proof ^ O
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in class IS partly enforced by the class-room

fittings themselves. The tiny tables are too

narrow to allow of being used as supports for

the elbows ; the seats have no backs against

which to lean, and the student must hold him-

self rigidly erect as he studies. He must also

keep himself faultlessly^ neat and clean.

Whenever and wherever he encounters one of

his teachers he must halt, bring his feet to-

gether, draw himself erect, and give the mili-

tary salute. And this is done with a swift

grace difficult to describe.

The demeanour of a * class during study

hours is if anything- too faultless. Never a

whisper is heard ; never is a head raised from

the book without permission. But when the

teacher addresses a student by name, the

youth rises instantly, and replies in a tone of

such vigour as would seem to unaccustomed

ears almost starling by contrast with the still-

ness and self-repression of the others.

[ttl I. faultlessly ^^^Ito 2. if anything - if at all H^^X
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Tlie female department of the Normal

School, where about fifty young women are

being trained as teachers, is a separate two-

storey quadrangle^ of buildings, large, airy,

and so situated, together with its gardens, as

lo be totally isolated from all other buildings

and invisible from the street. The girls are

not only taught European science by the most

advanced methods, but are trained as well in

JVpanese arts,—the arts of embroidery, of de-

coration, of painting, and of arranging flowers.

EjLippgean drawing is also taught, and beauti-

fully taught, not only here, but in all the

sclvSbls. It is taught, however, in combination

wItKjSjfenese methods ; and the results of this

b,l(ji^ing may certainly be expected to have

some charming influence upon future art-

production. The average capacity of the

Japanese student in drawing is, I think, at

least fifty per cent, higher than that of Euro-

pean students. The soul of the race is essen-

Cit] I. quadrangle ^^^j^^
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tially artistic ; arid the extremely difficult art

of learning to write the Chinese characters, in

which all are trained from early childhood, has

already disciplined the hand and the eye to a

marvellous degree,—a degree undreamed of

in the Occident,—long before the drawing-

master begins his lessons of perspective.^

Attached to the great Normal School, and

connected by a corridor with the Jinjo Chu-

gakko likewise, is a large elementary school

for little boys and girls : its teachers are male

and female students of the graduating classes,

who are thus practically trained for their pro-

fession before entering the service of the

State. Nothing could be more interesting as

an educational spectacle to any sympathetic

foreigner than some of this elementary teach-

ing. In the first room which I visit a class of

very little girls and boys— some as quaintly

pretty as their own dolls— are bending at their

desks over sheets of coal-black paper which

[lil:] I. to ^ marverou^ degree J^l^^S-^l'o 2. jDerspectiye
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you Avould think they were trying to make

still blacker by energetic use ol writing-brush-

es and what we call Indian-ink. They are

really learning to write Chinese and Japanese

characters, stroke by stroke. Until one

stroke has been well learned, they are not

suffered to attempt another—much less a

combination.^ Long before the first lesson is

thoroughly mastered, the white paper has be-

come all evenly black under the multitude of

tyro^ brush-strokes. But the same sheet is

still used ; for the wet ink makes a yet blacker

mark upon the dry, so that it can easily be

seen.

Ill a room adjoining, I see another child-

class learning to use scisso~rs—Japanese scis

sors, which, being formed in one piece, shaped

something like the letter U, are mtch le^s easy

to manage than ours. The little folk are

being taught to cut out patterns, and shapes

[111] ^' I'liwch less a combination —^-f^ ;b* < ; ^ (1 ^^ |X. S ^ ft 2

irt'l^^^ a corabi nation (I s: roke -^^^^ «6 / . L & t' <^ • - o



l:1tf< iil:«ot:jg50-c«>So-«;6U <-c
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<5ao Tift 5:1, i, H*o^»1^5|i—oicio-c®

a- tyro tlf« («fl).
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of special objects or symbols to be studied.

Flower-forms are the most ordinary patterns
;

sometimes certain ideographs^ are given as

subjects.

And in- another room a third small class

is learning to sing; the teacher writing the

music notes (do^ re, mi) with chalk upon a

blackboard, and accompanying the song with

an accordion. The little ones have learned

the Japanese national anthem {Kimi ga yo zva)

and two native songs set to Scotch airs/^*—one

of which calls back to me, even in this remote

corner of the Orient, many a charming memo-

ry : Auld Lang Syne^

No uniform is worn in this elementary

school : all are in Japanese dress, — the boys

in dark-blue kimono, the little girls in robes of

all tints, radiant as butterflies. But in addi-

tion to their robes, the girls wear hakama,

O^ S^u'f^o ^' ^^^'^ native songs set lo Scotch airs ;7, ri iV \< i y

L^fJe^U^^O-lJTfc:?)* ^tl^lt Aula Lang Syne %^\\ Blue



^-oi:^x^xn»\xibmM<Dnmmznx

X^» X»;ftofUO^><, > Auld Lang Sync. .X ti )J^ h 9
Ke>:;(r»-C t- /H t >f >^ i i t\ Old long since i
^i':^. ftLO*. :ii: >^^'Cfcof:l»0:i. many a

charming m:mory |:i,||)f:i^
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and these are of a vivid, warm sky-tlue.^

Between the hours of teaching, ten minu-

tes are allowed for play or rest. The little

boys play at Demon-Shadows^ or at blind-

man's-buff or at some other funny game : they

laugh, leap, shout, race, and wrestle, but, un-

like European children, never quarrel or fight.^

As for the little girls, they get by themselves,

and either play at hand-ball, or form into

circles to play at some round game, accompa-

nied by song. Indescribably soft and sweet

the chorus of those little voices in the round.

Kango-kango sho-ya,

Naka yoni shd-ya,

Don-don to kunde

Jizo-San no midzii wo

Matsuba no inidzu irete^

Makkuri kaeso?

\Wi I- warm sky-blue. W^(^:^'^n^. iS^Kl- Lt:tl^ warm,

#^±Mi: Lf:e^ cold ;£ ^l.j)^ Itl^] ^\Mify cd : ;£ Xfe

Demon Shadows ^ro:.^ \ AjUU.\-M It^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ hU^^
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I notice that the y<^ung men, as well as

the young women, who teach these little folk,

are extremely tender to their charges.^ A
child whose kimono is out of order,*"^ or dirtied

by play, is taken aside and brushed and

arranged as carefully as by an elder brother.

Besides being trained for their future

profession by teaching the children of the ele-

mentary school, the girl students of the Shi-

han-Gakko are also trained to teach in the

neighbouring Kindergarten, A delightful AV;/-

dcrgarten it is, with big cheerful sunny rooms,

where stocks of the most ingenious education-

al toys are piled upon shelves for daily use.

ftt] I. charges ^ 'J ?> ^L I O, HP ^ ^^Xmh^^o 2.

Kindergarten = Garden of children. %%^1i t tkl'- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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IV

October i, 1890.

TS^EVERTHLESS I am destined

to see little of the Normal

School. Strictly speaking^, I

do not belong to its staff :^

my services being only ;lent

by the >jiddle School, to which I give most of

my time. I see the Normal School students

in their class-rooms only, for they are not

allowed to go out to visit their teachers'

homes in the town. So I can never hope to

become as familiar with them as with the

students of the ChOgakko, who are beginning

to call me *' Teacher ** instead of ** Sir/' and

to treat me as a sort of elder brother. (I

objected to the word ''master/'^ for in Japan

the teacher has no need of being masterful.)^

[1^1 I. staff suf, mfsur^j,>-Mm\'iu^i)' : ^tuis

!\^^0 It^ 2. master ^/fcO I i£ ilk^ S* (^ '^m^M.^^ h
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And I feel less at home In the large, bright,

comfortable apartments of the Normal School

teachers than in our dingy, chilly teachers'

room at the Chugakko, where my desk Is next

to that of Nishida.

On the walls there are maps, crowded

with Japanese ideographs ; a few large charts

representing zoological facts in the light of

evolutional science ; and an immense frame

filled with little black lacquered wooden tab-

lets,^ so neatly fitted together that the entire

surface Is uniform as that of a blackboard.

On these are written, or rather painted, in

white, names of teachers, subjects, classes,

and order of teaching hours; and by the in-

genious tablet arrangement any change of

hours can be represented by simply changing

the places of the tablets. As all this is writ-

ten in Chinese and Japanese characters, it

remains to me a mystery, except in so far as

the general plan and purpose are concerned.^

[Itl I. dingy ^T:fj:iN ^U^Uo 2. lacquered wooden tablets,

^Tl|ot:7fce)/]>;^> ^>/:'9 3- so far as are concerned ^||
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I have learned only to recognise the letters of

my own name, and the simpler form oi

nun erals.

On every teacher's desk there is a small

hibachi of glazed^ blue-and-white ware, contain-

ing a few lumps of glowing charcoal in a bed

of ashes. During the brief intervals between

classes each teacher smokes his tiny Japanese

pipe of brass, iron, or silver. The hibachi and

a cup of hot tea are our consolations for the

fatigues of the class-room.

Nishida and one or two other teachers

know a good deal of English, and we chat

together sometimes between classes. But

more often no one speaks. All are tired after

the teaching hour, and prefer to smoke in

silence. At such times the only sounds with-

in the room are the ticking of the clock, and

the sharp clang of the little pipes being rapped

upon the edges of the hibachi to empty out the

ashes.

[^1 I. glazed H^j^nj-XJBIi.^'Cfc*. fiP^HiST^XV^
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October 15, 1890.

npO-DAY I witnessed the annual

athletic contests {tindo-kwai)

of all the schools in Shimane

Ken.^ These games were

celebrated in the broad castle

grounds of Ninomaru. Yesterday a circular

race-track had been staked off/ hurdles'^ erect-

ed for leaping, thousands of wooden seats

prepared for invited or privileged spectators/

and a grand lodge^ built for the Governor, all

before sunset. The place looked like a vast

circus, witli its tiers of plank seats rising one

above the other,^ and the Governor's lodge

magnificent with wreaths and flags. School

children from all the villages and towns within

twenty-five miles had arrived in surprising

multitude. Nearly six thousand boys and girls

cai I- hmi^'^^w^m^'}^ \^-x\i % o 2. stake off ^xtt^
5o a,, hurdles JftM^Ojg^ hurdlerace "fj; S'V^i^xJ -^O hurdle.
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wefe entered to take part in the contests

1 heir parents and relatives and teachers made

an imposing^ assembly upon the benches and

within the gates. And on the ramparts over-

looking the huge enclosure a much larger

crowd had gathered, representing perhaps one

third of the population^ of the city.

The signal to begin or to end ^ contest

was a pistol-shot. Four different kinds of

k^ames were performed in different parts of

the grounds at the same time, as there was

room enough for an army ; and prizes were

awarded lo the winners of each contest by the

hand of the Governor himself.

There were races between the best run-

ners in each class of the different schools ; and

the best runner of all proved to be Sakane,8

of our own fifth class, who came in first by

nearly forty yards without seeming even to

make an effort. He is our champion athlete,

and as good as he is strong,—so that it made

mi t. imposing WiUfXoo 2. ^^ (Mf&-+^¥fcJI) Ut^Jt
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me very happy to see him with his arm full of

prize books. He won also a fencing contest

decided by the breaking of a little earthenware

saucer tied to the left arm of each combatant.

And he aslo won a leaping match between cur

older boys.

But many hundreds of other winners there

were too, and many hundreds of prizes were

given away. There were races in which the

runners were tied together in pairs, the left

leg of one to the right leg of the other.^

There were equally funny races, the winning

of which depended on the runner's ability not

only to run, but to crawl, to climb, to vault,-

and to jump alternately.^ There were races

also for the little girls,—pretty as butterflies

they seemed in their sky-blue hakama and

many-coloured robes,—races in which the con-

testants had each to pick up as they ran three

balls of three different colours out of a number

scattered over the turf. Besides this, the

[a] I- :i\Bmo l^o 2. to vault ^^i)HU: ^ . ^^^^^
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uttle girls had what is called a flag-race, and

a contest with battledores and shuttlecocks/

Then came the tug-of-war.^ A magnifi-

cent tug-df-war, too,—one hundred students at

one end of a rope, and another hundred at the

other. But the most wonderful spectacles of

the day were the dumb-bell exercises. Six

thousand boys and girls, massed in ranks'

about five hundred deep ; six thousand pairs

of arms rising and falling exactly together
;

six thousand pairs of sandalled feet advancing

or retreating together, at the signal of the

masters of gymnastics, directing all from the

tops of various little wooden towers ; six

thousand voices chanting at once the '* one,

two, three,** of the dumb-bell drill :
*' Ichi, m\

—safty ski,—go^roku,—shicfd, hachu'

Last came the curious game called ''Tak-

ing the Castle." Two models of Japanese

towers, about fifteen feet high, made with

paper stretched over a framework of bamboo,

CItl I. battledores and shuttlecocks ^:f.^i^)fg^ 2. lug-of-war
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were set up, one at each end of the field. In-

side the castles an inflammable liquid had been

placed in open vessels, so that if the vessels

were overturned the whole fabric would take

fire. The boys, divided into two parties,

bombarded the castles with wooden balls,

which passed easily through the paper walls
;

and in a short time both models were making

a glorious blaze. Of course the party whose

castle was the first to blaze lost the game.

The games began at eight o'clock in the

morning, and at five in the evening came to an

end. Then at a signal fully ten thousand

voices pealed out the superb national anthem,

** Kimi ga yo^' and concluded it with three

cheers for their Imperial Majesties, the Lmper-

or and Empress of Japan.

The Japanese do not shout or roar as we

do when we cheer. They chant. Each long

cry is like the opening tone of an immense

musical chorus ; ^'a'a-a-a'a-a-a-a / '
'
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VI

TT IS no small surprise to observe

how botany, geology, and

other sciences are daily

taught even in this remotesi

part of old Japan. Plant

physiology and the nature of vegetable tissues

are studied under excellent microscopes, and

in their relations to chemistry ; and at regular

intervals the instructor leads his classes into

the country to illustrate the lessons of the

term by examples taken from the flora of

their native place. Agriculture, taught by a

graduate of the famous Agricutural School^ at

Sapporo, is practically illustrated upon farms

purchased and maintained by the schools for

purely educational ends. Each series of les-

sons in geology is supplemented by visits to

the mountains about the lake,^ or to the tre-
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mendous cliffs of the coast/ where the students

are taught to familiarise themselves with forms

of stratification and the visible history of

rocks. The basin of the lake, and the country

about Matsue, is physiographically studied,

after the plans of instruction laid down in

Huxley's^ excellent manual. Natural History,

tod, IS taught according to the latest and best

methods, and with the help of the microscope.

The results of such teaching are sometimes

surprising. I know of one student, a lad of

only sixteen, who voluntarily collected and

classified more than two hundred varieties of

marine plants for a Tokyo professor. Another,

a youth of seventeen, wrote down for me in

my note- book, without a work of reference

at hand, and, as I afterward discovered, ak^

most without an omission or error, a scientific

list of all the butterflies to be found in the

neighbourhood of the city.

f^i I. the coast iwmomm^- ump ( < t? s') ^m^ ^x s-:s^>

a*x i ^^umm^mn^ ^) o 2. Huxiey (1825-1895) (t:t
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vn

THROUGH the Minister of Pub-

lic Instruction, His Imperial

Majesty has sent to all the

great public schools of the

Empire a letter bearing date

of the thirtieth day of the tenth month of the

twenty-third year of Meiji. And the students

and teachers of the various schools assemble

to hear the reading of the Imperial Words on

Education.

At eight o'clock we of the Middle School

are all waiting in our own assembly hall for

the coming of the Governor, who will read the

Emperor's letter in the various schools.

^
We wait but a little while. Then the

Governor comes with all the officers of the

Kencho and the chief men of the city. We

rise to salute him : then the national anthem is

sung.
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Then the Governor, ascending the plat-

form, produces the Imperial Missive,—a scroll

of Chinese manuscript sheathed^ in silk. He

withdraws it slowly from its woven envelope,

lifts it reverentially to his forehead, unrolls it,

lifts it again to his forehead, and after a

moment's dignified pause begins in that clear

deep voice of his to read the melodious sylla-

bles after the ancient way, which is like a

chant:

—

" CHO-KU'GOy^^ Cliin omommiru ni

zvaga koso kaso kuni zuo. . • *

'' We consider that the Founder of Our

Empire and the ancestors of Our Imperial

House placed the foundation of the country on

a grand and permanent basis, and established

their authority on the principles of profound

humanity and benevolence.

**That Our subjects have throughout ages

deserved well of the state*^ by their loyalty and

[m I. sheathed ^^Tfc^.S^-t^^o 2. jH:$^]n0^g5Ua

Bj^gXS^f^nt: TheMu-eum ;^ ^i.Jg|^U:^3Ot:0/i? : ^

U^or:i^^ I L. ;.nU^^Oiff^^"^X^'Jo 3 to deserve well
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piety and by their harmonious co-opefatidil is

in aceordance with the essential character of

Our nation ; and on these very same principles

Our education has been founded.

** You, Our subjects, be therefore filial to

your parents ; be affectionate to your brothers ;

1)e harmonious as husbands and wives ; and be

iaitilful to yolir friends ; conduct yourselves

v/ith firopHety and carefulness ; extend gene-

rosity and benevolence towards your neigh-

l)Ours ; attend to your studies and follow your

;)ursui:s; cultivate your intellects and elevate

your morals ; advance public benefits and

promote soc'al interests ; be always found in

the good observance^ of the laws and coilstitu-

tion of the land; display your personal courage

and public spirit for the sake of the country

whenever required ; and thus support the

Imperial prerogative,^ which is coexistent with

the Heavens^ and the Earth.

*' Such conduct on your part will not only

tli] 1. obervance ^^ Z I t o 2' prerogative ^^0:k^. #
<jl, 3. Heaven i)*S«OBf(t^ < ^OSl*!*- U ^ . *»€)«rlt
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Strengthen the character of Our good and

loyal subjects, but conduce also to the mainte-

nance of the fame of your worthy forefathers.

** This is the instruction bequeathed by

Our ancestors and to be followed by Our

subjects ; for it is the truth which has guided

and guides them in their own affairs and in

their deaHngs towards aliens.

** We hope, therefore, We and Our sub-

jects will regard these sacred precepts with

one and the same heart in order to attain the

same ends.**

Then the Governor and the Head-master

speak a few words,—dwelling upon^ the full

significance of His Imeperlal Majesty^s august

commands, and exhorting all to remember and

to obey them to the uttermost.^

After which the students have a holiday,

to enable them the better to recollect what

they have heard.

^^5 I. to dwell upon = to speak about at great length or with

great fullness. :^ < XUf^ L < ^ < o 2. to the uttermost =- to the
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VIII

A LL teaching in the modern

Japanese system of education

is conducted with the utmost

kindness and gentleness.

The teacher is a teacher

only : he is not, in the English sense ofmastery,

a master. He stands to his pupils in the rela-

tion of an elder brother. He never tries to

impose his will upom them : he never scolds,

he seldom criticises, he scarcely ever punishes.

No Japanese teacher ever strikes a pupil

:

Such an act would cost him his post at once.

He never loses his temper :^ to do so would

disgrace^ him in the eyes of his boj's and in the

judgment of his colleagues. Practically speak-

ing, there is no punishment in Japanese

schools. Sometimes very mischievous lads

are kept in the schoolhouse during recreation

LSI ^^ ^^ lose one's temper Hho 2. to disgrace— to put to
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time
; yet even this light penalty is not inflict

ed directly by the teacher, but by the director

of the school on complaint of the teacher

The purpose in such cases is not to inflict pain

by deprivation of enjoyment, but to give public

illustration^ of a fault; and in the great majority

of instances, consciousness of the fault thus

brought home" to a lad before his comrades is

quite enough to prevent its repetition. No

such cruel punition as that of forcing a dull

pupil to learn an additional task, or of sentenc-

ing him to strain his eyes copying four or five

hundred lines, is ever dreamed of. Nor would

such forms of punishment, in the present state

of things, be long tolerated by the pupils

themselves. The general policy of the educa-

tional authorities everywhere throughout the

empire is to get rid of^ students who cannot be

perfectly well managed without punishment

;

and expulsions, nevertheless, are rare.

[|i]j «• illuslration=example fjij^^ 2. home *C>]g3ti:\ Lo
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^
J,often see a pretty spectacle on my way

home from the school, when I take the short

cut^ through the castle grounds. * A class ot

about thirty little boys, in kimono and sandals,

bareheaded, being taught to march and to sing

by a handsome young teacher, also in Japanese

dress.^ While they sing, they are drawn up^

in line ; and keep time^ with their little bare

(ee^ The teacher has a pleasant high clear

tenor :^ he stands at one end of the rank and

sings a single line of the song. Then all the

children sing it after him. Then he sings a

second line, and they repeat it. If any mis-

takes are made, they have to sing the verse

again.

It is the Song of Kusunoki Masashige,

noblest of Japanese heroes and patriots.

mi I. cut i£ii. gl^lflFo 2. jH:-^^ii;f;^^i:-fj:of:Jt V

\t t^ -C fc a ^ 3- to draw up H^iJ-f ;$ o f ^^ ^^^P time M,t^=f
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IX

T HAVE said that severity on

the part of teachers would

scarcely be tolerated by the

students themselves,—a fact

which may sound strange to

English or American ears. Tom Brown^s

schooP does not exist in Japan ; the ordinary

public school much more resembles the ideal

Italian institution so charmingly painted for us

in the ** Cuore *' of De Amicis.^ Japanese

students furthermore claim and enjoy an

independence contrary to all Occidental ideas

of disciplinary necessity. In the Occident the

master expels the pupil. In Japan it happens

quite as often that the pupil expels the master.

Each public school is an earnest, spirited little

republic, to which director and teachers stand

[1^] I. Tom Brown's school, Thomas Hughes (1823—97) O^h^
Tom Brow *s School-days U^HHt: Ri^g^^v 0^itfe^JJ^, ^ail
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only in the relation of president and cabinet.

They are indeed appointed by the prefectural

government upon recommendation by the

Educational Bureau at the capital ; but in

actual practice they maintain their positions

by virtue of their capacity and personal

character as estimated by their students, and

are likely to be deposed by a revolutionary

movement whenever found wanting/ It has

been alleged that the students frequently

abuse their power. But this allegation has

been made by European residents, strongly

prejudiced in favour of^ masterful English ways

of discipline. (I recollect that an English

Yokohama paper, in this connection, advocated

the introduction of the birch.^) My own

observations have convinced me, as larger

experience has convinced some others,^ that in

most instances of pupils rebelling against a

teacher, reason is upon their side. They will

Cilil I. whenever found wanting ^({^tf vj ;S ^ffi ^ h v B$lt t-

o

"^ (, o 2. St ongly prejudiced in favour of ^0^^/'*^ L'C* •••
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rarely insult a teacher whom they dislike, or

cause any disturbance in his class : they will

simply refuse to attend school until he be

removed. Personal feeling may often be a

secondary, but it Is seldom, sp far as 1 have

been able to learn, the primary cause for such

a demand. A teacher whose manners are

unsympathetic, or even positively disagreeable,

will be nevertheless obeyed and revered while

his students remain persuaded^ of his capacity

as a teacher, and his sense of justice ; and

they are as keen to discern ability as they are^

to detect partiality.. And, on the other hand,

an amiable disposition alone will never atone

with them either for want of knowledge or for

want of skill to impart It.^ I knew one case,

in a neighbouring public school, of a demand

by the students for the removal of their pro*

lessor of chemistry. In making their com-

plaint, they frankly declared :
** We like him.

[^] 1. remain petsuaded l^fg. L'C^-:S ...f|»t> L^C* «.^.o ^•

they are 0o^*i* ^een ^A^^'C^So 3- ••• ^'^^^ never atone

with them either for want of knowledge or for want of skill to
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He is kind to all of us ; he does the best he

can. But he does not know enough to teach

us as we wish to be taught. He cannot an-

swer our questions. He cannot explain the

experiments which he shows us. Our former

teacher could do all these things. We must

have another teacher.'' Investigation proved

that the lads were quite right. The young

teacher had graduated at the university; he

had come well recommended : but he had no

thorough knowledge of the science which he

undertook to impart/ and no experience as a

teacher. The instructor's success in Japan is

not guaranteed^ by a degree,^ but by his

practical knowledge and his capacity to com-

iiiunicate it simply and thoroughly.

tit] !• to impart .P- to communicale.^'s ;S> ©'^o© 2. to guar-
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November 3, 1809.

'O-DAY is the birthday of His

Majesty the Emperor. It is

a public holiday throughout

Japan ; and there will be no

teaching this morning.^ But

at eight o'clock all the students and instruc-

tors enter the great assembly hall of the Jinjo

Chugakko to honour the anniversary of His

Majesty's august^ birth.

On the platform of the assembly hall a

table, covered with dark silk, has been placed

and upon this table the portraits of Their

Imperial Majesties, the Emperor and the

Empress of Japan, stand side by side upright,

framed in gold. The alcove" above the plat-

form has been decorated with flags and

wreaths.

[til I- tl^i^ morning^ ;i :^4>l|^ ; ^ s morning {t JE^- ^ ^ ^
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Presently the Governor enters, looking

like a French general in his gold-embroidered

uniform of office, and followed by the Mayor

of the city, the Chief Military Officer, the

Chief of Police, and all the officials of the

provincial government. These take their

places in silence to left and right of the plat-

form. Then the school organ suddenly rolls

out the slow, solemn, beautiful national an-

them ; and all present chant those ancient

syllables, made sacred by the reverential love

of a century of generations :

—

Ki-mi ga-a yo-o wa
Chi-yo ni-i'i ya-chi-yo ni sa-za-re

I-shi no

I-wa to na-ri-te

Ko'ke no

Mu-u SU'U via-a-a-de?

The anthem ceases. The Governor ad-

vances with a slow dignified step from the

right side of the apartment to the centre of

[fil I- a century of generations, "g'^f^^ one gereration ll>l,^'g'

*^ May Our Gracieus Sovereign reign a thpugand years,—reign ten
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the open space before the platform and the

portraits of Their Majesties, turns his face to

them, and bows profoundly. Then he takes

three steps forward toward the platform, and

halts, and bows again. Then he takes three

more steps forward, and bows still more

profoundly. Then he retires, walking back-

ward six steps, and bows once more. Ihen

he returns to his place.

After this the teachers, by parties of six,

perform the same beautiful ceremony. When

all have saluted the portrait of His Imperial

Majesty, the Governor ascends the platform

and makes a few eloquent remarks^ to the

students about their duty to their Emperor, to

their country, and to their teachers. Then

the anthem is sung again ; and all disperse

to amuse themselves for the rest^ of the day.

[^] I. remarks g^fj;, Wo 2. the rest ^Ot>^>
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XI

March i, 189 1.

npHE majority of the students of

the Jinjo Chugakko are day-

scholars only (externes^ as we

would say in France) : they

go to school in the morning,

take their noon meal at home, and return at

one o'clock to attend the brief afternoon

classes. All the city students live with their

own families ; but there are many boys from

remote country districts who have no city

relatives, and for such the school furnishes

boarding-houses, where a wholesome moral

discipline is maintained by special masters/

They are free, however, if they have sufficient

means, to choose another boarding-house

(provided^ it be a respectable one), or to find

tlil I. special masters ^^gf^ ^'B.l^K^'tf^^V'-^lV^^ hWi^'
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quarters^ in some good family ; but few adopt

either course.

I doubt whether in any other country the

cost of education—education of the most

excellent and advanced kind—is so little as in

Japan. The Izumo student is able to live at a

figure^ so far below the Occidental idea of

necessary expenditure that the mere statement

of it can scarcely fail to surprise the reader.

A sum equal in American money to about

twenty dollars^ supplies him with board and

lodging for one year. The whole of his ex-

penses, including school fees, are about seven

dollars^ a month. For his room and three

ample meals a day he pays every four weeks

only one yen eighty-five sen,—not much more

than a dollar and a half in American currency.^

If very, very poor, he will not be obliged to

wear a uniform ; but nearly all students of the

higher classes do wear uniforms, as the cost

cm '• quarters ^J^, %f)\^ 2. figure - price jgg^^ 3. jlfc

twenty dollars ItH+il, '^:B?llTtil)Pf-^.8-|il3i+a^Tfe
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of a complete uniform, including cap and shoes

of leather, is only about three and a hall yen

for the cheaper quality. Those who do not

wear leather shoes, however, are required,

while in the school, to exchange their noisy

wooden geta for zori or light straw sandals.

I
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XII

T)UT the mental education so ad-

mirably imparted in an or-

dinary middle school is not,

after all, so cheaply acquired

by the student as might be

imagined from the cost of living and the low

rate of school fees. For Nature exacts a

heavier school fee, and rigidly collects her

debt—in human life/

To understand why, one should remember

that the modern knowledge which the modern

Izumo student must acquire upon a diet of

boiled rice and bean-curd was discovered,

developed, and synthetised by minds strength-

ened upon a costly diet of flesh. National

underfeeding'^ offers the most cruel problem

which the educators of Japan must solve in
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order that she may become fully able to

assimilate the civilisation we have thrust upon

her. As Herbert Spencer has pointed out,

the degree of human energy, physical or

intellectual, must depend upon the nutritiveness

of food ; and history shows that the well-fed

races have been the energetic and the

dominant/ Perhaps mind will rule in the

future of nations ;^ but mind is a mode of force,

and must be fed—through the stomach.^ The

thoughts that have shaken the world were

never framed upon bread and water : they

were created by beefsteak^ and mutton-chops,^

by ham^ and eggs, by pork^ and puddings,^ and

were stimulated by generous^ wines, strong

ales, and strong coffee. And science also

teaches us that the growing child or youth

requires an even more nutritious diet than the

adult ; and that the student especially needs ^

[g] I. dominant %^Oo 2. mind will rule ^^{t^:!fj

l^] I WJi>^^Wis't Z L l\'-Uhlo 3- "^^"d is a mode offeree,

^'^^SlffitilV^o 4- beefsteak ^(,> 1:^1^0 ^<^p 5. mutton-
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strong' nourishment to repair the physical

waste involved^ by brain-exertion.

And what is the waste entailed^ upon the

Japanese schoolboy's system'^ by study ? It is

certainly greater than that which the system

of the European or American student must

suffer at the same period of life. Seven years

of study are required to give the Japanese

youth merely the necessary knowledge of his

own triple system of ideographs/— or, in less

accurate but plainer speech, the enormous

alphabet of his native literature. That litera-

ture, also he must study, and the art of two

forms of his language,—the written and the

spoken : likewise, of course, he must learn

native history and native morals. Besides

these Oriental studies, his course includes

foreign history, geography, arithmetic, astro-

nomy, physics, geometry, natural history,

agriculture, chemistry, drawing, and mathema-

[g] I. involved m&^M:^o 2. entail Hfj-f, J^ltto

3. system = the entire ^ody ^^H, mm^m^ mifc^^^X^'i^
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tics. Worst of all, he must learn English,—

a

language of which the difficulty to the Japanese

cannot be even faintly Imagined by anyone

unfamiliar with the construction of the native

tongue,—a language so different from his own

that the very simplest Japanese phrase cannot

be intelligibly rendered into English by a

literal translation of the words or even the

form of the thought/ And he must learn all

this upon a diet no English boy could live on
;

and always thinly clad^ in his poor cotton dress

without even a fire in his schoolroom during

the terrible winter, only a hibachi containing a

few lumps of glowing charcoal in a bed of

ashes. Is it to be wondered at that even

those Japanese students who pass successfully

through all the educational courses the Empire

can open to them^ can only in rare instances

show results of their long training as large as

those manifested by students of the West?

5* ^ ^ 2. clad = clothed. 3. those Japanese students who ...... to
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Better conditions are coming ; but at present,

under the new strain/ young bodies and young

minds too often give way.^ And those who

break down are not the dullards, but the pride

of schools, the captains of classes.

(a] I. strain ^ 3S. ^'J^o 2. give way 3g<, t^. br^ak
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XIII

XT'ET, so far as the finances of the

schools allow, everything pos-

sible is done to make the

students both healthy and

happy,—to furnish them with

ample opportunities both for physical exercise

and for mental enjoyment. Though the course

of study is severe, the hours are not long : and

one of the daily five is devoted ^to military

drill,—made more interesting to the lads by

the use of real rifles and bayonets, furnished

by government. There is a fine gymnastic

ground near the school, furnished with tra-

pezes,^ parallel bars,^ vaulting horses,^ etc., and

there are two masters of gymnastics attached

to the Middle School alone. There are row-

boats, in which the boys can take their

pleasure on the beautiful lake w^henever the

IWl I. trapeze T ^ >^ t» o 2. parallel bars^-ZpJffT^o 3- vaulting
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.

weather permits. There is an excellent fen-

cing-school conducted by the Governor himself,

who, although so heavy a man, is reckoned

one of the best fencers of his own generation/

The style taught is the old one, requiring the

use of both hands to wield the sword ; thrust-

ing is little attempted, it is nearly all heavy

slashing. The foils are made of long splinters

of bamboo tied together so as to form some-

thing resembling elongated fasces '? masks and

wadded^ coats protect the head and body, for •

the blows given are heavy. This sort of fen*

cing requires considerable agility, and gives

more active exercise than our severer Western

styles. Yet another form of healthy exercise

consists of long journeys on foot to famous

places. Special holidays are allowed for these.

The students march out of town in military

order, accompanied by some of their favorite

teachers, and perhaps a servant to cook for

2. elongated fasces ^;^^^n^r^ A «^j ^O^^^A^ L I ^. :^W^
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them. Thus they may travel for a hundred,

or even a hundred and fifty miles and back
;

but if the journey is to be a very long one,

only the strong lads are allowed to go. They

walk in waraji, the true straw sandal, closely

tied to the naked foot, which it leaves perfect-

ly supple and free, without blistering^ or pro-

ducing corns.^ They sleep at night in Budd-

hist temples ; and their cooking is done in the

open fields, like that of soldiers in camp.

For those little inclined to such sturdy

exercise there is a school library which is

growing every year. There is also a monthly

school magazine, edited and published by the

boys. And there is a Students' Society, at

whose regular meetings debates are held upon

all conceivable'" subjects of interest to students.

[|i 1 I. blisteli. ,g 7j^|jg( L {Zilh.lt^ 7hMnO ^ i6'o 2- corns
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XIV

April 4, 189 1.

^ 'TpHE Students of the third, fourth,

^ and fifth year classes write

for me once a week brief

English compositions upon

easy themes which I select

for them. As a rule^ the themes are Japanese.

Considering the immense difficulty of the

English language to Japanese students, the

ability of some of my boys to express their

thoughts in it is astonishing. Their composi-

tions have also another interest for me as

revelations, not of individual character, but of

national sentiment, or of aggregate^ sentim.ent

of some sort or other. What seems to me

most surprising in the compositions of the

average Japanese student is that they have no

personal cachet^ at all. Even the handwriting

Clil ^* ^^ ^ ^^^® = as a general thing, on the whole i|S L'C *
—

j|5|Co 2. aggregate = combined ^'^O© 3. cachet ^tr^x—

,
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of twenty English compositions will be found

to have a curious family resemblance ; and

striking exceptions are too few to affect the

rule/ Here is one of the best compositions

on my table, by a student at the head of his

class. Only a few idiomatic errors have been

corrected :

—

^*THE MOON."

** The Moon appears melancholy to those

who are sad, and joyous to those who are

happy. The Moon makes memories of home

come to those who travel, and creates home-

sickness. So when the Emperor Godaigo,

having been banished to Oki by the traitor

Hojo, beheld the moonlight upon the seashore,

he cried out, * The Moon is heartUss /
*

" The sight of the Moon makes an immeasur-

able feeling in our hearts^ when we look up at

it through the clear air of a beauteous night.

fj:v-o 2. makes an fllfiO,^^- ^KP^i: h-< L. ^ L
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''Our hearts ought to be pure and cahn

like the light ol the Moon.

** Poets often compare the Moon to a

Japanese [metalj mirror {kagami)\ and indeed

its shape is the same when it is full.

** The refined man amuses himself with the

Moon. He seeks some house looking out

upon water, to watch the Moon, and to make

verses about it.

** The best places from which to see the

Moon are Tsukigashi,^ and the mountain

Obasute,

" The light of the Moon shines alike upon

foul and pure, upon high and low. That

beautiful Lamp is neither yours nor mine, but

everybody's.

** When we look at the Moon we should

remember that its waxing and its waning are

the signs of the truth that the culmination of

all things is likewise the beginning of their

decline/'

CS] Tsiiidgashi ;j ym>%WM ^J . J3 >rW^ -:5iv** hn\^it'
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Any person totally unfamiKar with Japanese

educational methods might presume that the

foregoing composition shows some original

power of thought and imagination. But this

is not the case. I found the same thoughts

and comparisons in thirty other compositions

upon the same subject. Indeed, the composi-

tions of any number of middle-school students

upon the same subject are certain to be very

much alike in idea and sentiment—though they

are none the less^ charming for that. As a

rule the Japanese student shows little original-

ity in the line^ of imagination. His imagina-

tion was made for him long centuries ago

—

partly in China, partly in his native land.

From his childhood he is trained to see and to

feel Nature exactly in the manner of those

wondrous artists who, with a few swift brush-

strokes, fling down upon a sheet of paper the

colour-sensation^ of a chilly dawn, a fervid

noon, an autumn evening. Through all his

Ml I. none the less = nevertheless ^ni-iJ&?)T^ ^Of:>?>

\-l^^J^iUh:it itU^^)^ 2. in the line of ... O::^®^.
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boyhood he is taught to tommit to memory^

the most beautiful thoughts and comparisons

to be found in his ancient native literature.

Every boy has thus learned that the vision of

Fuji against the blue*^ resembles a white half-

opened fan, hanging inverted in the sky.

Every boy knows that cherry-trees in full

blossom look as if the most delicate of flushed

summer clouds were caught in their branches.

Every boy knows the comparison between the

falling of certain leaves on snow and the cast-

ing down of texts upon a sheet of white paper

with a brush. Every boy and girl knows the

verses comparing the print of cat*s-feet on

snow to plum-flowers,^ and that comparing

the impression of bokkuri on snow to the

Japanese character for the number '*two/'*

These were thoughts of old, old poets ; and

it would be very hard to invent prettier ones.

Artistic power in composition is chiefly shown

by the correct memorising and clever combina-

[ftl '• ^^ commit to memory »= to learn by heart, to memorize

IBT ^o 2. the blue = the sky 5^^. ^^^ 3. ^M^Pm^^^
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tion of these old thoughts.

And the students have been equally well

trained to discover a moraP in almost every-

thing, animate or inanimate. I have tried

them with a hundred subjects— Japanese

subjects— for composition ; I have never

found them to fail in discovering a moral when

the theme was a native one. If I suggested

** Fireflies/' they at once approved the topic,

and wrote for me the story of that Chinese

student who, being too poor to pay for a lamp,

imprisoned many fireflies in a paper lantern,

and thus was able to obtain light enough to

study alter dark, and to become eventually a

great scholar. If I said " Frogs,*' they wrote

for me the legend of Ono-no-Tofu, who was

persuaded^ to become a learned celebrity^ by

witnessing the tireless perseverance of a frog

trying to leap up to a willow-branch. I sub-

join a few specimens of the moral ideas which

l^^ I. moral git.lfel/lUSt* (^hU. «*I§^X S'lt^iHt: ^)o

?. was persuated = was convinced, was induced... ;2 5,X>^l-'^i-3?ia
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I thus evoked.* I have corrected some com-

mon mistakes in the originals, but have suf-

fered a few singularities to stand :

—

" THE BOTAN.

*' The doian [Japanese peony] is large and

beautifu! lO see ; but it has a disagreeable

smell. This should make us remember that

what is only outwardly beautiful in human

. society should not attract us. To be attracted

by beauty only may lead us into fearful and

fatal mtsfortmte. The best place to see the

botan is the island of Daikonshima^ in the lake

Nakaumi. There in the season of its flower-

ing all the island is red with its blossoms.''

"THE DRAGON.

*
' When the Dragon tries to ride the clouds

and come into heaven there happens im-

mediately a furious storm. When the Dragon

dwells on the ground it is supposed to take

[SI I- evoked =s called out I^CA'tU Lf:
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the form of a stone or other object ; but when

it wants to rise it calls a cloud. Its body is

composed of parts of many animals. It has

the eyes of a tiger and the horns of a deer

and the body of a crocodile and the claws of

an eagle and two trunks like the trunk of an

elephant. It has a moral. We should try to

be like the dragon, and find out and adopt all

the good qualities of others!^

At the close of this essay on the dragon is

a note to the teacher, saying :
*'

I believe not

there is any Dragon. But there are many

stories and curious pictures about Dragon/'

'^ MOSQUITOES.

*' On summer niglits we hear the sound of

faint voices ; and little things come and sting

our bodies very violently. We call them ka,

—in English * mosquitoes.* I think the sting

is useful for us, because if we begin to sleep,

the ka shall come and sting us, uttering a
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small voice ,

—

then we shall be bringed^ back to

study by the sting.
"

The following, by a lad of sixteen, is sub-

mitted^ only as a characteristic expression of

half-formed ideas about a less familiar subject.

" EUROPEAN AND JAPANESE CUSTOMS.

'' Europeans wear very narrow clothes and

they wear shoes always in the house. Japan-

es'ii wear clothes which are very lenient^ and

they do not shoe"" except when they walk otU-

of-1he-door.^

*' What we think very strange is that in

Europe every wife loves her husband more

than her parents.' In Nippon there is no wife

who more loves not her parents^ than her

husband.

*' And Europeans walk out in the road with

their wives, which we utterly refuse to, except

[til I. bringed {iMm brought Uh%'t-<ii' f)'f o 2. submit

=- put under Tl* ^ < o 3- lenient (1 gentle, mild Og^B^l- L'C

^9h^i)-cr>-M.^t-t^^'}^L^1i^^^o 4. 5boe giSSIi:uffl
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on the festival of Hachiman.

** The Japanese woman is treated by man

as a servant, while the European woman is

respected as a master. I ihink these customs

are both bad.

** We think it is very much trouble to treat

European ladies ; and we do not k' ow why

ladies are so much respected by Europeans/'

Conversation in the cla^s - room about

foreign subjects is often equally amusing and

suggestive :

—

"Teacher, I have been told that if a Euro

pean and his father and his wife were all to

fall into the sea together, and that he only

could swim, he would try to save his wife first

Would he really ?"

'' Probably,'' I reply.

'' But v/hy ?"

*' One reason is that Europeans consider it

a man^s duty to help t'le weaker first

—

especially women and children."

*' And does a European love his wife more
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than his father and mother ?*'

** Not always—but generally, perhaps, he

does."

*'Why, Teacher, according to our ideas

that is very immoral.'*

. . .
.** Teacher, how do European women

carry their babies ?"

** In their arms/'

'* Very tiring ! And how far can a woman

walk carrying a baby in her arms ?*'

** A strong woman can walk many miles

with a child in her arms/'

** But she cannot use her hands while she

is carrying a baby that way, can she ?"

'' Not very well."

** Then it is a very bad way to carry

babies," etc.
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XV

May I, 1891.

Y favourite students often visit

me of afternoons. They first

send me their cards, to an-

nounce their presence. On

being told to come in they

leave their footgear^ on the doorstep, enter my

little study, prostrate themselves ; and we all

squat down together on the floor,^ which is in

all Japanese houses like a soft mattress. The

servant brings zabuton or small cushions to

kneel upon, and cakes, and tea.

To sit as the Japanese do^ requires practice
;

and some Europeans can never acquire the

habit. To acquire it, indeed, one must be-

come accustomed to wearing Japanese

costume. But once the habit of thus sitting

has been formed, one finds it the most natural

Cffel '• footgear = covering for the feel, as stockings, shoes, or
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and easy of positions, and assumes it by

preference^ for eating, reading, smoking, or

chatting. It is not to be recommended, per-

haps, for writing with a European pen,—as

the motion in our Occidental style of writing

is from the supported wrist ; but it is the best

posture for writing with the Japanese fude, in

using which the whole arm is unsupported,

and the motion^ from the elbow. After having

become habituated to Japanese habits for

more than a year, I must confess that I find

it now somewhat irksome to use a chair.'^

When we have all greeted each other, and

taken our places upon the kneeling-cushions, a

little polite silence ensues, which I am the first

to break. Some of the lads speak a good

deal of English. They understand me well

when I pronounce every word slowly and

distinctly,—using simple phrases, and avoiding

idioms. When a word with which they are

not familiar must be used, we refer to a good

K] I., by preference 0AjX^ ^^To 2. the motion 0o^*
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English-Japanese dictionary, which gives each

vernacular^ meaning both in the kana and in

the Chinese characters.

Usually my young visitors stay a long

time, and their stay is rarely tiresome. Their

conversation and their thoughts are of the

simplest and frankest.^ They do not come to

learn : they know that to ask their teacher to

teach out of school would be unjust. They

speak chiefly of things which they think have

some particular interest for me. Sometimes

they scarcely speak at all, but appear to sink

into a sort of happy reverie. What they

come really for is the quiet pleasure of

sympathy.^ Not an intellectual sympathy, but

the sympathy of pure good-will : the simple

pleasure of being quite comfortable with a

friend. They peep at my books and pictures
;

and sometimes they bring books and pictures

to show me,—delightfully queer things,

—

f 11^1 vernacular ^^(Do 2. frankest ^lffr,t){JfzS^ }&• <
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family heirlooms^ which I regret much that I

cannot buy. They also like to look at my

garden, and enjoy all that is in it even more

than I. Often they bring me gifts of flowers.

Never by any possible chance are they

troublesome, impolite, curious,^ or even talka-

tive. Courtesy in its utmost possible exqulsite-

ness^—an exquisiteness of which even the

French have no conception—seems natural to

the Izumo boy as the colour of his hair or the

tint of his skin. Nor is he less kind than

courteous.^ To contrive pleasurable surprises

for me is one of the particular delights of my

boys ; and tliey either bring or cause to be

brought to the house all sorts of strange

things.

Of all the strar.ge or beautiful things which

I am thus privileged to examine, none gives

me so much pleasure as a certain wonderful

kakemono of Amida Nyorai. It is rather a

large picture, and has been borrowed from a

rttl ^* I'^eirlooms ^{^Oj^^ I. curious= habit ually fnqui-ilive.

•^Ajt (.tt^^Oo 3' cxquisiteness= elegance, perfection. ^I^Tq
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priest that I may see it. The Buddha stands

in the attitude of exhortation/ with one hand

uplifted. Behind his head a huge moon makes

an aureole;^ and across the face of that moon

stream winding lines of thinnest cloud.'^ Be-

neath his feet, like a rolling of smoke, curl

heavier and darker clouds. Merely as a work

of colour and design, the thing is a marvel.

But the real wonder of it is not in colour or

design at all. Minute examination reveals

the astonishing fact that every shadow and

clouding is formed by a fairy^ text of Chinese

characters so minute that only a keen eye can

discern them ; and this text is the entire text

ot two famed sutras,—the Kwammuryo-ju-kyo

and the Amida-kyo,— ** text no larger than the

limbs of fleas.'* And all the strong dark lines

of the figure, such as the seams of the

Buddha's robe, are formed by the characters

of the holy invocation of the Shin-shu sect,

repeated thousands of times :
'' Namu Amida

[ft] I- exhortation ^^16^6 5 1^^ fip hWCt^o ^' aureole ^
%o 3- Si^-C 9 tl^S^ 5 n «^j < no1lU (winding lines) i)^^
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Butstif' Infinite patience, tireless silent

labour of loving faith, in some dim temple,

long ago.

Another day one. of my boys persuades liis

father to let him bring to my house a wonder-

ful statue of Koshi (Confucius), made, I a/n

told, in China, toward the close of the [:eriod

of the Ming dynasty. I am also assured it is

the first time the statue has ever been re-

moved from the family residence to be shown

to anyone. Previously, whoever desired to

pay it reverence had to visit the house. It is

truly a beautiful bronze. The figure of a

smiling, bearded old man, with fingers uplifted

and lips apart as if discoursing. He wears

quaint Chinese shoes, and his flowing robes

are adorned with the figure oi the mystic

phoenix.^ The microscopic finish of detail

seems indeed to reveal the wonderful cunning"^
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of a Chinese hand : each tooth, each hair,

looks as though it had been made the subject

of a special study,

x'\nother student conducts me to the home

cf one of his relatives, thit I may see a cat

made of wood, said to have been ch'selled by

the famed Hidari Jingoro,—a cat crouching

and watching, and so lifelike that real cats

'* have been known to put up their backs and

spit^ at it/'

[nil I- spit o(t^iij:<. 7-:^^^i>::^^j:''h
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XVI

VTEVERTHELESS I have a pri^

vate conviction that some old

artists even now living in

Matsue could make a still

more wonderful cat. Among

these is the venerable^ Arakawa Junosuke,^

who wrought"' many rare things for the Daimyo

of Izumo in the Tempo era, and whose ac-

quaintance I have been enabled to make

through my school-friends. One evening he

brings to my house something very odd to

show me, concealed in his sleeve. It is a doll

:

just a small carven and painted head without

a body,—the body being represented by a

tiny robe only, attached to the neck. Yet as

Arakawa Junosuke manipulates^ it, it seems

to become alive. The back of its head is like

the back of a very old man's head ; but its

n^^^-fi^BM^o 3- wrought=worked o < O^.o
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face is the face of an amused child, and there

is scarcely any forehead nor any evidence of

a thinking disposition/ And whatever way

the head is turned, it looks so funny that one

cannot help laughing^ at it. It represents a

kirakubo,—what we might call in English ''a

jolly old boy,'^—one who is naturally too

hearty and too innocent to feel trouble of any

sort. It is not an original, but a model of a

very famous original,—whose history is re-

corded in a faded scroll which Arakawa takes

out of his other sleeve, and which a friend

translates for me. This little history throws

a curious light upon the simple-hearted ways

of Japanese life and thought in other cen-

turies :

—

" Two hundred and sixty years ago this doll

was made by a famous maker of A^-masks in

the city of Kyoto, for the Emperor Go-midzu-

no O.^ The Emperor used to have it placed

beside his pillow each night before he slept,

, gj:] I. evidepce of a tliinking dispos tion ^ -s ^ fJ:HM("i^^l"J
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and was very fond of it. And he composed

the following poem concerning it :

—

Vo no naka wo Kiraku ni kurase

Nani goto mo Onioeba oniou Oiuoivaneba koso}

" On the death of the Emperor this doll

became the property of Prince Konoye, in

whose family it is said to be still preserved.

** About one hundred and seven years ago,

the then^ Ex-Empress, whose posthumous^

name is Sei-Kwa-Mon-Yin, borrowed the doll

from Prince Konoye, and ordered a copy of it

to be made. This copy she kept always be-

side her, and was very fond of it.

** After the death of the good Empress this

doll was given to a lady of the court, whose

family name is not recorded. Afterwards

this lady, for reasons which are not known,

cut off her hair and became a Buddhist nun,

—

taking the name of Shingyo-in.

** And one who knew the Nun Shingyo in.

[fi] I- ^^'^,^>P* Whoever in this world thinks much, must

Imve car', and ihat not to think about things is to pass one's life in
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— a m'an whose name was Kondo ju-haku-In-

Hokyo/—had the honour of receiving the doll

as a gift.

** Now I, who write this document, at one

time fell sick ; and my sickness was caused by

despondency. And my friend Kondo-ju-haku-

jn-Hokyo, coming to see me, said :
* I have

in my house something which will make you

well.' And he went home and, presently

returning, brought to me this doll, and lent it

to me,—putting it by my pillow that I might

see it and laugh at it.

** Afterward, 1 myself, having called upon

the Nun Shingyo-in, whom I now also have

the honour to know, wrote down the history

of the doll, and made a poem thereupon/'

(Dated about ninety years ago : no signa-

ture.)^

\m I. rk^i H kyo X^X< Hokk.o (ioiT3) i iVo
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XVII

June I, 1 891.

find among the students a healthy

tone of scepticism in regard

to^ certain forms of popular

belief. Scientific education is

rapidly destroying credulity

in old superstitions yet current among the

unlettered,'- and especially among the pea-

santry,^—as, for instance, faith in mamori and

ofuda. The outward forms of Buddhism—its

images, its relics,^ its commoner practices

—

affect the average student very little. He is

not, as a foreigner may be, interested in

iconography,^ or religious folk-lore,^' or the

comparative study of religions ; and in nine

cases out of ten he is rather ashamed of the

signs and tokens of popular faith all around

Cftl ^' ^^ regard to, in regard of, with regard to l-ROL'Co

2. the unlettered= the ignorant ftt^tCA^-. ^ 5.^??f^l-^7cJt3

^OlT^^^MtO®M^i^O:tfi^|:tj:^. the rich, the poor O^n
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him. But the deeper religious sense, which

underlies^ all symbolism,^ remains v/ith him
;

and the Monistic Idea'^ in Buddhism is being

strengthened and expanded, rather than

weakened, by the new education. What is

true of the effect of the public schools upon

the lower Buddhism is equally true of its

effect upon the lower Shinto. Shinto^ the

students all sincerely are, or very nearly all
;

yet not as fervent worshippers of certain

Kami, but as rigid observers of what the

higher Shinto signifies,—loyalty, filial piety,

obedience to parents, teachers, and superiors,

and respect to ancestors. For Shinto means

more than faith.

When, for the first time, I stood before the

shrine of the Great Deity of Kitzuki, as the

first Occidental to whom that privilege had

been accorded, not without^ a sense of awe

there came to me the thought :
** This is the

tli] I- underlies = lies uoder^ 2. symbolism ffi^^ ^gjf^

3. Monistic Idea -Ttt^mi-Tttk^lt^ ^^^ ^mW^-Tt i
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Shrine of the Father of a Race ; this is the

symbolic centre of a nation's reverence for its

past/' And I, too, paid reverence to the

memory of the progenitor^ of this people.

As I then felt, so feels the intelligent

student of the Meiji era whom education hac

lifted above the common plane of popular

creeds.^ And Shinto also means for him

—

whetlier he reasons upon the question or not

— all the ethics of the family, and all that

spirit of loyalty which has become so innate

that, at the call of duty, life itself ceases to

have value save^ as an instrument for duty's

accomplishment. As yet, this Orient little

needs to reason about the origin of its loftier

ethics. Imagine the musical sense in our own

race so developed that a child could play a

complicated instrument* so soon as the little

fingers gained sufficient force and flexibility to

strike the notes. By some such comparison

only can one obtain a just idea of what in-

ttil I- progenitor= forefather iE^e)Jnl^> li^o 2. ^'^i)^--
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herent religion and instinctive duty signify in

Izumo.

Of the rude and aggressive form of scepti-

cism^ so common in the Occident, which is the

natural reaction after sudden emancipation^

fro!u superstitious belief, I find no trace among

my students. But such sentiment may be

found elsewhere, — especially in Tokyo, —
among the university students, one of whom,

upon hearing the tones of a magnificent

temple bell, exclaimed to a friend of mine :

^^ Is it not a shame that in this nineteenth

century zve must still hear such a sound?''

For the benefit of curious travellers, how-

ever, I may here take occasion to observe

that to talk Buddhism to Japanese gentlemen

of the new school is in just as bad taste'^ as to

talk Christianity at home^ to men of that class

whom knowledge has placed above creeds

and forms.^ There are, of course, Japanese

scholars willing to aid researches of foreign

Cfi] I- iL^^XllrilfJ?^"^i::*^1ig|-o 2. emancipation= freedom,

deliverance g^JJc^ ^ ft l-fX h\t,Q 3. is in bad taste ^,i:> L'^J!
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scholars in religion or in folklore ;^ but these

specialists do not undertake to gratify idle

curiosity of the '' globe-trotting '* description.^

I may also say that the foreigner desirous

to learn the religious ideas or superstitions

of the common people must obtain them from

thepeople themselves,—not from the educated

glasses.

rSl I. folklore 155 ^— sj^l^ 6 ^ 11^0 2. description == kind,
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XVIII

MONG all my favourite students

—two or three from each

class— I cannot decide whom

I like the best. Each has a

particular merit of his own.

But I think the names and faces of those of

whom I am about to speak will longest remain

vivid in my remembrance,—Ishihara/ Otani-

Masanobu/ Adzukizawa,^ Yokogi/ Shida.^

Ishihara is a samurai, a very influential lad

in his class because of his uncommon force of

character. Compared with others, he has a

somewhat brusque,^ independent manner,

pleasing, however, by its honest manliness.

He says everything he thinks, and precisely

in the tone that he thinks it, even to the

degree"^ of being a little embarrassing some-
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times. He dees not hesitate, for example, to

find fault with^ a teacher's method of explana-

tion, and to insist upon a more lucid one. He

has criticised^ me more than once ; but I never

found that he was wrong. We like each other

very much. He often brings me flowers.

One day that he had brought two beautiful

sprays of plum-blossoms, he said to me :

—

** I saw you bow before our Emperor's

picture at the ceremony on the birthday of

His Majesty, You are not like a former

English teacher we had."

*'How?"
** He said we were savages."

"Why?"
'' He said there is nothing respectable

except God,

—

his God,—and that only vulgar

and ignorant people respect anything else."

** Where did he come from ?
"^

** He was a Christian clergyman, and said

he was an English subject."

Lit] I. to find fault with iftgi-f h . /J>t4»5S^>. *:K^i»tS*St
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"But if he was an English subject, he was

bound^ to respect Her Majesty the Queen. He

could not even enter the office of a British

consul without removing his hat,"

'*
I don't know what he did in the country

he came from. But that was what he said.

Now we think we should love and honour our

Emperor. We think it is a duty. We think

it is a joy. We think it is happiness to be

able to give our lives for our Emperor." But

he said we were only savages — ignorant

savages. What do you think of that ?
*'

** I think, my dear lad, that he himself was

a savage,—a vulgar, ignorant, savage bigot.^

1 think It is your highest social duty to honour

yqiir Emperor, to obey his laws, and to be

ready to give your blood whenever he may

require it of you for the sake of Japan. I think

it is your duty to respect the gods of your

[It] h^wasbound ^ mXU hfi'Oflo 2:^^{i^lX
r&S-U/L-COj^r- what is your dearest wish? i ^i^Frg^-iU lH

*^y :^e>jui < i: a vj t:v> a*/^ ^;^i: Lt:v^ 5 ^^>mimu^
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fathers, the religion of your country,— even if

you yourself cannot believe all that others

believe. And I think, also, that it is your

duty, for your Emperor's sake and for your

country's sake, to resent any such wicked and

vulgar language as that you have told me of,

no matter by whom uttered/'^

Masanobu visits me seldom and always

comes alone. A slender, handsome lad, with

rather feminine features, reserved and per-

fectly self-possessed in manner, refined. He

is somewhat serious, does not often smile
;

and I never heard him laugh. He has risen to

the head of his class, and appears to remain

there without any extraordinary effort. Much

of his leisure time he devotes to botany

—

collecting and classifying plants. He is a

musician, like all the male members of his

family. He plays a variety of instruments^

.never seen or heard of in the West, including

flutes of marble, flutes of ivory, flutes of bam-

Ctt] I- no matter by whom uttered « no matter by whom it was
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boo of wonderful shapes and tones, and that

shrill Chinese instrument called sho,—a sort

of mouth-organ consisting of seventeen lubes

of different lengths fixed in a silver frame. He

first explained to me the uses in temple music

of the taiko and shoko, which are drums ; of

tlie flutes called fei^ or teki ; of the flageolet

termed hichiriki ; and of the kakko, which is a

little drum shaped like a spool with very

narrow waist. On great Buddhist festivals,

Masanobu and his father and his brothers are

the musicians in the temple services, and they

play the strange music called Ojo and Batto,^

—music which at first no Western ear can feel

pleasure in, but which, when often heard, be-

comes comprehensible, and is found to possess

a weird charm of its own. When Masanobu

comes to the house, it is usually in order to

Invite me to attend some Buddhist or Shinto

festival {inatsuri) which he knows will interest

me.

[ft! I. fei It fue QiUailk'^Jo 2. ^liOjo) Jg0fl (Batto; ^
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Adzukizawa bears so little resemblance to

Masanobu that one might suppose the two

belonged to totally different races. Adzuki-

zawa IS large, raw-boned, heavy-looking, with

a face singularly like that of a North Amer-

ican Indian.^
i^

His people are not rich ; he can

afford few pleasures which cost money, except

one,—buying books. Even to be abl^^ to do

this he works in his leisure hours to earn

money. He is a perfect bDokworm, a natural-

born researcher, a collector of curious docu-

ments, a haunter of all the queer second-hand

stores in Teramachi and other streets where

old manuscripts" or prints'' are on sale as waste

paper. He is an omnivorous^ reader, and a

perpetual borrower of volumes, which he

always returns in perfect condition after hav-

ing copied what he deemed of most value to

him. But his special delight is philosophy and

the history of philosophers in all countries.

He has read various epitomes nf the history
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of philosophy in the Occident, and everything

of modern philosophy which has been translat-

ed into Japanese,—including Spencer's *' First

Principles. '* I have been able to introduce him

to Lewes^ and John Fiske/—both of which he

appreciates,— although the strain of studying

philosophy in English is no small one. Hap-

pily he is so strong that no amount of study

is likely to injure his health, and his nerves

are tough as wire. He is quite an ascetic"*

withal.^ As it is the Japanese custom to set

cakes and tea before visitors, I always have

both in readiness, and an especially fine

quality of kwashi, made at Kitzuki, of which

the students are very fond. Adzukizawa alone

refuses to taste cakes or confectionery^ of

any kind, saying: ** As I am the youngest

brother, I must begin to earn my own livings

soon. I shall have to endure much hardship.

'Cm ^' Lewes [t George Henry Lewe^Lu'es) (1817-1878, :^^

U ^iClk^^Wt^ George Eliot O^fj; v)
^ m®0*&J F ^- ^

fSJ ~4^l^P to 2. John Fiske (1842-1901) 7 ^ ^) ijCO.K, ^f^

* L> mitm^^^ ^ 1 1: ^ ^ifi I fe ^J ri'he idea of GudJ fThe
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And if I allow myself to like dainties now, I

shall only suffer more later on/'^ Adzuki-

zawa has seen much of human life and charac-

ter. He is naturally observant ; and he has

managed in some extraordinary way to learn

the history of everybody in Matsue. 4ie has

brought me old tattered prints to prove that

the opinions now held by our director^ are

diametrically opposed to the opinions he

aclvccated fourteen years ago in a public

address. I asked the director about it He

laughed and said, ''Of course that is Adzuki-

zawa ! But he is right : I was very young

then/* And I wonder if Adzukizawa was ever

young.

Yokogi, Adzukizawa's dearest friend, is a

very rare visitor ; for he is always studying

at home. He is always first in his class,—the

third year class,—while Adzukizawa is fourth."

Adzukizawa's account of the beginning of their

acquaintance is this: ''I watched him when

[ti] I. later on = hereafter <*^^, 2. MPn^JkHl^XJ^it^HjR
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he came ^nd saw that he spoke every little,

walked very quickly, and looked straight into

everybody's eyes. So I knew he had a parti-

cular character. I like to know people with

a particular character/' Adzukizawa was

perfectly right : under a very gentle exterior,

Yokogi has an extremely strong character.

He is the son of a carpenter ; and his parents

could not afford to send him to the Middle

School. But he had shown such exceptional

qualities while in the Elementary School that

a wealthy man became interested in him, and

offered to pay for his education/ He is now

the pride of the school. He has a remarkably

placid face, with peculiarly long eyes, and a

delicious smile. In class he is always asking

intelligent questions— questions so original

that I am sometimes extremely puzzled how

to answer them ; and he never ceases to ask

until the explanation is quite satisfactory to

himself. He never cares about the opinion

Cttl I. ^^'im^in^X [mm beautiful generosities (||(t I
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of his comrades if he thinks he is right. On

one occasion when the whole class refused to

attend the lectures of a new teacher of physics,

Yokogi alone refused to act with them,

—

arguing that although the teacher was not all

that could be desired, there was no immediate

possibility of his re>»^val, and no just reason

for making unhappy- a man who, though un-

skilled, was sincerely doing his best. Adzuki-

zawa finally stoodj^y him.^ These two alone

attended the lectures until the remainder ol

the students, two weeks later, found that

Yokogi's views were rational. On another

occasion when some vulgar proselytisiiv"^ was

attempted by a Christian missionary, Yokogi

went boldly to the proselytiser's house, argued

with him on the morality'^ of his effort, and

reduced him to silence. Some of his comrades

praised his cleverness in the argument. ** I

am not clever,'' he made answer: **it does

not require cleverness to argue against what

[|£] ^' making a man unhappy ^li»iC* unhappy (X com-

plement ii V) ^ 2. stood by him ^ sided with him, aided him. ^^ijfO
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IS morally wrong ; it requires only the know-

ledge that one is morally right.'* At least such

is about the translation of what he said as

told me by Adzukizawa.

Shida, another visitor, is a very delicate/

sensitive boy, whose soul is full of art. He is

very skilful at drawing and painting ; and he

has a wonderful set of picture-books by the

old Japanese masters. The last time he came

l^.e brought some prints to show me>—rare

on/s,— fairy maidens and ghosts. As I look-

ed at Ins beautiful pale face and Aveirdly frail

fingers, I could not help fearing for him,—

fearing that he might soon become a little

gbost.^

I have not seen hnii now for more than two

ttionths. He has been very, very ill; and his

lungs are so weak that the doctor has for-

bidden him to converse. But Adzukizawa has

been to visit him, and brings me this transla-

tion of a Japanese letter which the sick boy

t I. delicate fm^U^. I^V^o 2. tile I X^El'- (ttf >2;t)» i
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wrote and pasted upon the wall above his

bed :—
'' Thou, my Lord-Soul, dost govern me.

Thou knowest that I cannot now govern my-

self. Deign, ^ I pray thee, to let me be cured

speedily. Do not suffer me to speak much.

Make me to obey in all things the command

of the physician. •

** This ninth day of the eleventh month of

the twenty-fourth year of Meiji.

** From the sick body of Shida to his Soul."^

im I- ^^eign (Dan) fptf , L*&-.( I ^ TlDo ?•
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XIX

September 4, 1891.

^HE long- summer vacation is

over ; a new school year

begins/

There have been many

changes. Some of the boys

I taught are dead. Others have graduated

and gone away from Matsue forever. Some

teachers, too, have left the school, and th-^ir

places have been filled ; and there is a new

Director.

And the dear good Governor has gone

—

been transferred to cold Niigata in the north-

west.^ It was a promotion. But he had ruled

Izumo for seven years, and everybody loved

him, especially, perhaps, the students, who

looked upon him as a father. All the popula-

tion of the city crowded to the river to bid

rti] I. ^v^m^:hni)'' m^¥om^X' ^-^jj&^^^^i^^j t^^
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him farewell. The streets through which he

passed on his way to take the steamer, the

bridge, the wharves, even the roofs were

thronged with multitudes eager to see his face

for the last time. Thousands were weeping.

And as the steamer glided from the wliarf

such a cry arose,

—

'^ A-a-aa-a-a-a-a-a-a-a T'

It was intended for a cheer/ but it seemed to

me the cry of a whole city sorrowing, and so

plaintive that I hope never to hear such a cry

again.

The names and faces of the younger classes

are all strange to me. Doubtless this was

why the sensation^ of my first day's teaching

in the school came back to me with ex-

traordinary vividness when I entered the class-

room of First Division A this morning.

Strangely pleasant is the first sensation of

a Japanese class, as you look over the ranges

of young faces before you. There is nothing

in them familiar to inexperienced Westerii

[|il I. cheer l^lf^ Ii§.^. (three cheers ^^Hfig) OJinLo
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eyes; yet there is an indescribable pleasant

something common to all. Those traits have

nothing incisive, nothing forcible : compared

Avith Occidental faces they seem but *' half-

sketched/' so soft their outlines are—indicat-

ing neither aggressiveness nor shyness,

neither eccentricity nor sympathy, neither

curiosity nor indifference. Some, although

faces of youths well grown, have a childish

freshness and frankness indescribable ; some

are as uninteresting as others are attractive
;

a few are beautifully feminine. But all are

equally characterised by a singular placidity,

—expressing^ neither love nor hate nor any-

thing save perfect repose and gentleness,

—

like the dreamy placidity of Buddhist images.

At a later day you will no longer recognise this

aspect of passionless composure: with growing

acquaintance each face will become more

and more individup.lised for you by character-

y^-^K^-%\^ pass^on'css composure f^tkK^ X^XIA '^ ^ HP ^ ?S ^
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istles before imperceptible. But the recollec-

tion of that first impression will remain with

you ; and the time will come when you will

find, by many varied experiences, how

strangely it foreshadowed something in Japan-

ese character to be fully learned only after

years of familiarity. You will recognise in

the memory of that first impression one

glimpse of the race- soul, with its impersonal

lovableness and its impersonal weaknesses,

—

one glimpse of the nature of a life in which

the Occidental, dwelling alone, feels a psychic

comfort comparable only to the nervous relief

of suddenly emerging from some stifling

atmospheric pressure into thin, clear, free

living air/

#)0'. >^ 9 ii^Mi^' f) tl^in, clear, free living air |:|go/:-^ p U
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XX

^AS it not the eccentric Fourier^

who wrote about the horrible

faces of *' the civilizes ?
''

Whoever It was, would have

found seeming confirmation

of his physiognomical theory could^ he have

known the effect produced by the first sight

of European faces in the most eastern East.

What we are tauo^ht at home to consider

handsome, interesting, or characteristic in

physiognomy does not produce the same

impression in China or Japan. Shades of

facial expression familiar to us as letters of

our own alphabet^ are not perceived at all in

Western features by these Orientals at first

acquaintance. What they discern at once is

the race-characteristic, not the individuality.

tltD '• *^^ eccentric Fourier, eccentric |lt}JiC(>^i»J'l.^|: h ^ ^^
Lr:5.My!'^J^^l'ourier ;Jig0O< 7 ^ y;^,A^(.JHS\ ^^
\i)*^ ^'T'o 2* could he have known «» if he could have known...

^
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The evolutional meaning of the deep-set

Western eye, protruding brow, accipitrine^

nose, pondrous jaw—symbols of aggressive

force and habit—\Vas revealed to the gentler

race by the same sort of intuition through

which a tame animal immediately comprehends

the dangerous nature of the first predatory-

enemy which It sees. To Europeans the

smooth-featured, slender, lowstatured Japan-

ese seemed like boys ; and '' boy ''
is the term

by which the native attendant of a Yokohama

merchant is still called. To Japanese the first

redhaired, rowdy,^ drunken European sailors

seemed fiends, shojo, demons of the sea ; and

by the Chinese the Occidentals are still called

*' foreign devils/' The great stature and

massive strength and fierce gait of foreigners

in Japan enhanced the strange impression

created by their faces/ Children cried for fear

on seeing them pass through the streets. And

in remoter districts, Japanese children are

Lttl I- accipilrine (ak-sip'-i-lrin) — hawk-like ^0:fel^o ^•

predatory ft^^^ti^^XVi^X^o 3. rowdy= rough ^ h^^iUMOo
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Still apt to cry at the first sight of a European

or American face.

A lady of Matsiie related in my presence

this curious souvenir of her childliocd

:

*' When I was a very little girl/' she said,

"our daimyo hired a foreigner to teach the

military art. My father and a great many

samurai went to receive the foreigner ; and all

the people lined the streets to see,—for no

foreigner had ever come to Izumo before ; and

we all went to look. The foreigner came by

ship : there were no steamboats here then.

He was very tall, and walked quickly with

long steps ; and the children began to cry at

the sight of him, because his face was not like

the faces of the people of Nihon. My little

brother cried out loud, and hid liis face in

mother's robe ; and mother reproved him and

said : * This foreigner is a very good man
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who has come here to serve our prince ; and

it is very disrespectful to cry at seeing him
'

But he still cried. I was not afraid ; and I

looked up at the foreigner's face as he came

and smiled. He had a great beard ; and I

thought his face was good though it seemed

to me a very strange face and stern. Then

he stopped and smiled too, and put something

in my hand, and touched my head and face

very softly with his great fingers, and said

something I could not understand, and went

away. After he had gone I looked at what

he put into my hand and found that it was a

pretty little glass to look through. If you

put a fly under that glass it looks quite big.

At that time I thought the ^lass was a very

wonderful thing. I have it still.** She took

from a drawer in the room and placed before

me a tiny, dainty pocket-microscope.

The hero of this little incident was a French

military officer. His services were necessarily

dispensed with^ on the abolition of the feudal

tti:l ^« *o dispense with = to give up, to forgo. -^ i6 S o
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system. Memories of him still linger in

Matsiie;' and old people remember a popular

snatch^ about him,—a sort of rapidly-vociferat-

ed rigmarole,'^ supposed to be an imitation of

his foreign speech.
# - -

Tojin no negoto niwa kinkarakuri medagasho,

Saiboji ga shimpeishite harishite keisan,

Hanryo na Sacr-r-r-r-r-e-na'^iom-da-Jiu^

%h^ 2. a snatch -i, L* -'Yx o 3- ri^'niarole T^1\<^^^ ^^
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XXI

November 2, 189?.

;HIDA will never come to school

again. He sleeps under the

shadow of the cedars, in the

old cemetery of Tokoji.

YokogI, at the memorial

service, read a beautiful address (saiburi) to

the soul of: his dead comrade.

But Yokogi himself is down. And I am

very much afraid for him.^ He is suffering

from some affection of the brain, brought on,

the doctor says, by studying a great deal too

hard. Even if he gets well, he will always

have to be careful. Some of us hope much
;

for the boy is vigorously built and so young.

Strong Sakane burst a blood-vessel last month

and is now well. So we trust that Yokogi may

X^\ >• I am very much afraid of him fj; hXXW^^h ^ I ;£ |:
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rally.^ Adzukizawa daily brings news of his

friend.

But the rally never.comes. Some mysterious

spring in the mechanism of the young life has

been broken. The mind lives only in brief

intervals between long hours of unconscious-

ness. Parents watch, and friends, for^ these

living moments to whisper caressing things,

or to ask :
** Is there anything diou dost

wish ?
'' And one night the answer comes :

—

.

** Yes : I want to go to the school ; I want

to see the school.*'

Then they wonder if the fine brain has not

wholly given way,^ while they make answer:

—

** It is midnight past, and there is no moon.

And the night is cold.''

'* No ; I can see by the stars—I want to

see the school again.*'

They make kindliest protests in vain : the

im I- rally ybM^mm-r^. ^^jj^^^t. ^mimmi^ci
rally. 2. parents watch, and friends watch for vS I^ C> friends
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dying boy only repeats, with the plaintive

persistence of a last wish,

—

** I want to see the school again ; I want to

see it now."

So there is a murmured consultation in

the neighbouring room ; and tansu-drawers

are unlocked, warm garments prepared. Then

Fusaichi, the strong servant, enters with

lantern lighted, and cries out in his kind rough

voice :

—

** Master^ Tomi will go to the school upon

my back : 'tis but a little way ; he shall see

the school again."

Carefully they wrap up the lad in wadded

robes ; then he puts his arms about Fusaichi*s

shoulders like a- child ; and the strong servant

bears him lightly through the wintry street
;

and the father hurries beside Fusaichi, bearing

the lantern. And it is not far to the school,

over the little bridge.

[ft] I. Master ijjo ^-P^. ~M^{UZ^ TU Master. ^^^ <
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The huge dark-grey building looks ahiiost

black in the night ; but Yokogi can see. He

looks at the windows of his own class-room
;

at the roofed side-door where each morning

for four happy years he used to exchange

his getas for soundless sandals of straw ; at

the lodge of the slumbering Kodzukai ; at the

silhou.ette^ of the bell hanging black in its little

turret against the stars.

Then he murmurs :

—

*• I can remember all now. I had forgotten

—so sick I was. I remember everytliing

again. Oh, Fusaichi, you are very good. I

am so glad to have seen the school again.'*

And they hasten back through the long

void^ streets.

[fi] I. silhouette (sil^^u-etO l»if:|i^®j/: o 5)- 2>^ 9 3'fcf^l' ft L^C
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XXII

November 26, 1891.

^V^OKOGI will be buried to-morrow

evening beside his comrade

Shida.

When a poor person is

about to die, friends and

neighbours come to the house and do all they

can to help the family. Some bear the tidings

to distant relatives ; others prepare all neces-

sary things ; others, when the death has been

announced, summon the Buddhist priests.

It is said that the priests know always of a

parishioner's death at night, before any mes-

senger is sent to them ; for the soul of the

dead knocks heavily, once, upon the door of

the family temple. Then the priests arise and

robe themselves, and when the messenger

comes make answer; '*We know; we ar/

ready."

Meanwhile the body is carried out before

the family butsudan, and laid upon tl.e floor.
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No pillow IS placed uncler the head. A naked

sword is laid across the limbs^ to keep evil

spirits^ away. The doors of the butsudan are

opened ; and tapers are lighted before the

tablets of the ancestors ; and incense is burn-

ed. All friends send gifts of incense. Where-

fore a gift of incense, however rare and

precious, given upon any other occasion, is

held to be unlucky.

But the Shinto household shrine must be

hidden from view with white paper ; and the

Shinto ofuda fastened upon the house door

must be covered up during all the period of

mourning.^ And in all that time no member of

the family may approach a Shinto temple, or

pray to the Kami, or even pass beneath a

torii.

A screen {biobu) is extended between the

body and the principal entrance of the death

chamber ; and the kaimyo, inscribed upon a

i:g < : ^ i: U h P'Mi^^U ^) J^U ')r-W:<s I ^W') o 2- evil
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strip of white paper, is fastened upon the

screen. If the dead be young the screen must

be turned upside-down ; but this is not done in

the case of old people.

Friends pray beside the corpse. There a

little box is placed, containing one thousand

peas, to be used for counting during the

recital of those one thousand pious invoca-

tions, which, it is believed, will improve the

condition of the soul on its unfamiliar journey.^

The priests come and recite the sutras
;

and then the body is prepared for burial It

is washed in warm water, and robed all in

white. But the kimono of the dead is lapped

over to the left side. Wherefore it is con-

sidered unlucky at any other time to fasten

one's kimono thus, even by accident.

When the body has been put into that

strange square coffin which looks something

like a wooden palanquin,^ each relative puts

also into the coffin some of his or her hair or

[^] I. its unfamiliar jou ney M^e>;f;jI^ti:MlF> ^^^Mo
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nail parings/ symbolising their blood. And

six rin are also placed in the coffin, for the

six Jizo who stand at the heads of the ways

of the Six Shadowy Worlds.

The funeral procession forms at the family

residence. A priest leads it, ringing a little

bell ; a boy bears the ihai of the newly dead.

The van of the procession is wholly composed

of men— relatives and friends. Some carry

hata, white symbolic bannerets ; some bear

flowers ; all carry paper lanterns,—for in

Izumo the adult dead are buried after dark :

only children are buried by day. Next comes

the kwan or coffin, borne palanquin-wise upon

the shoulders of men of that pariah caste^

whose office it is to dig graves and assist at

funerals. Lastly come the women mourners.

They are all white-hooded and white-robed

from head to feet, like phantoms. Nothing

more ghostly than this sheeted train^ of an

l^^ hair or nail parings ^VJK^^O^^ l^o ^' pariah cas(^

m^ji^Kom. thSTii rui^^J ^^^^^
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Izumo funeral procession, illuminated only by

the glow of paper lanterns, can be imagined.

It is a weirdness that, once seen, will often

return in dreams.

At the temple the kwan is laid upon the

pavement before the entrance; and another

service is performed, with plaintive music and

recitation of sutras. Then the procession

forms again, winds once round the temple

court, and takes its way to the cemetery.

But the body is not buried until twenty-four

hours later, lest the supposed dead should

awake in the grave.

Corpses are seldom burned in Izumo. In

this, as in other matters, the predominance of

Shinto sentiment is manifest.
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XXIII

OR the last time I see his face

again, as he lies upon his bed

of death,—white-robed from

neck to feet,—white-girdled

for his shadowy journey,

—but smiling witli closed eyes in almost the

same queer gentle way he was wont to smile

at class on learning the explanation of some

seeming riddle in our difficult English tongue.

Only, methinks, the smile is sweeter now,

as with sudden larger knowledge of more

mysterious things.* So smiles, through dusk

of incense in the great temple of Tokoji, the

golden face of Buddha.

Clfe] I- more mysterious things /^^V ^» Lv^J^I^ i ^) I S ?)l-^
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XXIV

December 23, 189 1.

'T^HE great bell of Tokoji, is

booming for the memorial

service,—for the tsuito-kwai

of Yokogi,^—slowly and regu-

larly as a minute-gun.^ Peal

on peal of its rich bronze thunder shakes over

the roofs of the town, and breaks in deep sobs

of sound against the green circle of the hills.

It is a touching service, this tsuito-kwai, with

quaint ceremonies which, although long since

adopted into Japanese Buddhism, are of

Chinese origin and are beautiful. It is also a

costly ceremony ; and the parents of Yokogi

are very poor. But all the expenses have
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been paid by voluntary subscription of students

and teachers. Priests from every great

temple of the Zen sect in Izumo have assem-

bled at Tokoji. All the teachers of the city

and all the students have entered the hondo

of the huge temple, and taken their places to

the right and to the left of the high altar,—

.

kneeling on the matted floor, and leaving, on

the long broad steps without, a thousand

shoes and sandals/

Before the main entrance, and facing the

high shrine, a new butsudan has been placed,

within whose open doors the ihai of the dead

boy glimmers in lacquer and gilding,^ And

if)©n a small stand before the butsudan have

been placed an incense-vessel with bundles of

senko-rods and offerings of fruits, confections,

rice, and flowers. Tall and beautiful flower

vases on each side of the butsudan are filled

with blossoming sprays, exquisitely arranged.

[ft] I- a thousand shoes and sandals. ^ Z "^^OWC^^ —^ft li
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Before the honzon tapers burn in massive

candelabra whose stems of polished brass are

writhing monsters,—the Dragon Ascending

and the Dragon Descending; and incense

curls up from vessels shaped like the sacred

deer, like the symbolic tortoise, like the

meditative stork of Buddhist legend. And

beyond these, in the twilight of the vast

alcove, the Buddha smiles the smile of Perfect

Rest.

Between the butsudan and the honzon a

little table has been placed ; and on either sid^

of it the priests kneel in ranks, facing each

other: rows of polished heads, and splendours

of vermilion silks and vestments gold-embroid-

ered.

The great bell ceases to peal ; the Segaki

prayer, which is the prayer uttered when

offerings of food are made to the spirits of

the dead, is recited; and a sudden sonorous

measured tapping, accompanied by a plaintive

chant, begins the musical service. The tapping

is the tapping of the mokugyo,—a huge
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wooden fish-head, lacquered and gilded, like

the head of a dolphin grotesquely idealised,

—marking the time ; and the chant is the

chant of the Chapter of Kwannon in the

Hokekyo,^ with its magnificent invocation :

—

** O Thoti whose eyes are clear ^ whose eyes

are kind, whose eyes are full of pity and of

Sweetness,— O Thou Lovely One, with thy

beautifdface, with thy beautiful eyeSy—
** O Thou Pure One, ivhose hiininosity'^ is

without spot, whose knou ledge is witliotU

shadow,—O Thou forever shining like that

Sun zvhose glory no power fnay repel,— 7hou

Sun-like in the course of Thy mercy, pourest

Light upon the world !
''^

And while the voices ot the leaders chant

clear and high in vibrant unison, the multitude

of the priestly choir recite in profoundest

undertone the mighty verses ; and the sound

of their recitation is like the muttering of surf.^
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The mokugyo ceases its dull echoing, the

impressive chant ends, and the leading offici-

ants, one by one, high priests of famed

temples,, approach the ihai. Each bows low,

ignites an incense-rod, and sets it upright in

the little vase of bronze. Each at a time

recites a holy verse of which the initial sound

is the sound of a letter in the kaimyo of the

dead boy ; and these verses, uttered in the

order of the characters upon the ihai, form the

sacred Acrostic^ whose name is The Words

of Perfume.^

Then the priests retire to their places ; and

after a little silence begins the reading of the

saibun,—the reading of the addresses to the

soul of the dead. The students speak first,

—one from each class, chosen by election.

The elected rises, approaches the little table

before the high altar, bows to the honzon,

draws from his bosom a paper and reads it in

[Hil I. Acrostic -fiOlt^i: ixma i L < Ul^ I Kit

J
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those melodious, chanting, and plaintive tones

which belong to the reading of Chinese texts.

So each one tells the affection of the living to

the dead, in words of loving grief and loving

hope. And last among the students a gentle

girP rises—a pupil of the Normal School—to

speak in tones soft as a bird's. As each

saibun is finished, the reader lays the written

paper upon the table before the honzon, and

bows, and retires.

It is now the turn of the teachers ; and an

old man takes his place at the little table,

—

old Katayama,^ the teacher of Chinese, famed

as a poet, adored as an instructor. And

because the students all love him as a father,

there is a strange intensity of silence as he

begins,— Ko-Shimane-Ken-yinjo' CHugakko-yo-

nen-seu

** Here upon the twenty-third day of the

twelfth month of the twenty-fourth year of
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Meiji, I, Katayama Shokei, teacher of the Jin-

jo Chugakko of Shimane Ken, attending in

great sorrow the holy service of the dead

\jsui-/uku\ do speak unto the soul of Yokogi

Tomisaburo, my pupil.

" Having been, as thou knowest, for twice

five years,^ at different periods, a teacher of

the school, I have indeed met with not a few

most excellent students. But very, very

rarely in any school may the teacher find one

such as thou,— so patient and so earnest, so

diligent and so careful in all things,—so

distinguished among thy comrades :by thy

blameless conduct, observing every precept,

never breaking a rule.

**Of old in the land of Kihoku, famed for

its horses, whenever a horse of rarest breed

could not be obtained, men were wont to

say :
* There is no horseJ Still there are

many fine lads among our students,—many

t)ho I. twice five years ^^^flh lO^^<:>il¥B^}^M
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ryume, fine young steeds ; but we have lost

the best.

**To die at the age of seventeen,—the best

perio'd of life for study,—even when of the

Ten Steps thou hadst already ascended six^

!

Sad is the thought; but sadder still to know

that thy last illness was caused only by thine

own tireless zeal of study. Even yet more

sad our conviction that with those rare gifts,

and with that rare character of thine, thou

wouldst surely, in that career to which thou

wast destined, have achieved good and great

things, honouring the names of thine ancestors,

cou dst thou have lived to manhood.^

*'I see thee lifting thy hand to ask some

question ; then, bending above thy little desk

to make note of all thy poor old teacher was

able to tell thee. Again I see thee in the

ranks,—thy rifle upon thy shoulder,—so

bravely erect^ during the military exercises.

Even now thy face is before me, with its smile,
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as plainly as if thou wert present in the

body/ thy voice I think I hear distinctly as

though thou hadst but this instant finished

speaking ;—yet I know that, except in memo-

ry, these never will be seen and heard again.

Heaven, why didst thou take away that

dawning life from the world, and leave such a

one as I—old Shokei, decrepit.^ and of no

more use ?

** To thee my relation was indeed only that

of teacher to pupil. Yet what is my distress !

1 have a son of twenty-four years ; he is now

far from me, in Yokohama. I know he is only

a worthless youth
;
yet never for so much as

the space of one hour does the thought of him

leave his old father's heart. Then how must

the father and mother, the brothers and the

sisters of this gentle and gifted youth feel

now that he is gone ! Only to think of it

forces the tears from my eyes : I cannot speak

— so full mv heart is.

[tt] I. inthebody ^^^^OX. $:,COt>U^) \t^A\tM:^ 1
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*' Aa / aa!—thou hast gone from us ; thou

hast gone from us ! Yet though thou hast

died, thy earnestness, thy goodness, will long

be honoured and told of as examples to the

students of our school.

'' Here, therfore, do we, thy teachers and

thy schoolmates, hold this service in behalf of

thy spirit,— with prayer and offerings. Deign

thou, O gentle Soul, to honour our love by

the acceptance of our humble gifts/'

Then a sound of sobbing is suddenly

whelmed by the resonant booming of the

great fish's-head,^ as the high-pitched^ voices

of the leaders of the chant begin the grand

Nehan-gyo, the Sutra of Nirvana, the song of

passage triumphant over the Sea of Death

and Birth ; and deep below those high tones

and the hollow echoing of the mokugyo, the

surging bass^ of a century^ of voices reciting

^;) I. fish*s-head ^i: fish-head ifev)p 2. high-pitched ^v^
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the sonorous words, sounds like the breaking

of a sea:

—

'' Sho-gyo fnu-jo, je-sko meppo.— Transient

ai'e all, They^ being born, 'inust die. And
being born, are dead, A?id being dead, are

glad to be at rest^^

I. jitra^fii^iixfe*. 9IPU r^tT>>te^tK :gi/^ss^ft
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WITH KYUSHU STUDENTS

I

I^T^HE students of the Government

College, or Higher Middle

School, can scarcely be called

boys ; their ages ranging

from the average of eighteen,

for the lowest class, to that of twenty- five for

the highest.^ Perhaps the course is too long.

The best pupil can hardly hope to reach the

Imperial University before his twenty-third

year, and will require for his entrance there-

into a mastery of written Chinese as well as

a good practical knowledge of either English

and German, or of English and French. Thus

he is obliged to learn three languages besides

all that relates to the elegant literature of his

own ; and the weight of his task cannot be

understood without knowledge of the fact that
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his study of Chinese alone is equal to the labor

of acquiring six European tongues.

The impression produced upon me by the

Kumamoto students was very different from

that recieved on my first acquaintance with

my Izumo pupils. This was not only because

the former had left well behind them the

delightfully amiable period of Japanese boy-

hood, and had developed into earnest, taciturn^

men, but also because they represented to a

marked degree what is called Kyushu charac-

ter. Kyushu still remains, as of yore,^ the

most conservative part of Japan, and Kuma-

moto, its chief-city, the centre of conservative

feeling. This conservatism is, however, both

rational and practical.^ Kyushu was not slow

in adopting railroads, improved methods of

agriculture, applications of science to certain

industries ; but remains of all districts of the

Empire the least inclined to imitation of

Western manners and customs. The ancient

[ft] !• taciturn = habitnally silent or reserved MU^o 2. of

yore = of old time =^Oo 3- both rational and practical ^^i\^^

i
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samurai spirit still lives on ; and that spirit

in Kyushu was for centuries one that exacted

severe simplicity in habits of life. Sumptuary^

laws against extravagance in dress and other

forms of luxury used to be rio;idly enforced

;

and though the laws themselves have been

obsolete for a generation, their influence con-

tinues to appear in the very simple attire and

the plain, direct manners of the people.

Kumamoto folk are also said to be charac-

terized by their adherence to traditions of

conduct which have been almost forgotten

elsewhere, and by a certain independent frank-

ness in speech and action, difficult for any

foreigner to define, but immediately apparent

to an educated Japanese. And here, too,

under the shadow of Kiyomasa's mighty for-

tress,—now occupied by an immense garrison,

—national sentiment is declared to be stronger

than in the very capital itself,— the spirit ot

loyalty and the love of country. Kumamoto

ttt] I. sumptuary laws ^^^a-IJvi. jH:S^^^'*?^=g;3^r:«tU

I
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is proud of all these things, and boasts of her

traditions. Indeed, she has nothing else to

boast of. A vast, straggling, dull, unsightly

town is Kumanoto : there are no quaint,

pretty streets, no great temples, no wonderful

gardens. Burnt is the ground in the civil

war of the tenth Meiji, the place still gives

you the impression of a wilderness of flimsy

shelters erected in haste almost before the soil

has ceased to smoke. There are no remark-

able places to visit (not, at least, within city

limits),^—no sights,—few amusements. For

this very reason the college is thought to be

well located : there are neither temptations

nor distractions for its inmates. But for

another reason, also, rich men far away in the

capital try to send thdr sons to Kumamoto.

It is considered desirable that a young man

should be imbued with what is called '' the

Kyushu spirit," and should acquire what

might be termed the Kyushu *' tone.'' The
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students of Kumamoto are said to be the most

peculiar students in the Empire by reason of

this ** tone." I have never been able to learn

enough about it to define it well ; but it is

evidently a something akin to the deportment

of the old Kyushu samurai. Certainly the

students sent from Tokyo or Kyoto to Kyu-

shu have to adapt themselves to a very dif-

ferent mzL'eu} The Kumamoto, and also the

Kagoshima youth,—whenever not obliged to

don^ military uniform for drill-hours and other

special occasions,— still cling to a costume

somewhat resembling that jf the ancient bushi,

and therefore celebrated in sword-songs^

—

the short robe and hakama reaching a I'ttle

below the knee, and sandals. The material of

the dress is cheap, coarse, and sober in color
;

cleft stockings^ {jabi) are seldom worn, except

in very cold weather, or during long marches,

to keep the sandal-thongs from cutting into

the flesh. Without being rough, the manners

[8£] I. milieu ( ^ - V :!--) (fU) FIIie)Jti§o 2. don = do on

I
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are not soft ; and the lads seem to cultivate a

certain outward hardness of character. They

can preserve an imperturbable^ exterior under

quite extraordinary circumstances, but under

this self-control there is a fiery consciousness

of strength which will show itself in a mena-

cing form^ on rare occasions. They deserve

to be termed rugged men, too, in their own

Oriental way. Some I know, who, though

born to comparative wealth, find no pleasure

so keen as that of trying how much physical

hardship they can endure. The greater number

would certainly give up their lives without

hestitation rather than their high principles.

And a rumor of national danger would in-

stantly transform the whole four hundred into

a body of iron soldiery."^ But their outward

demeanor is usually impassive to a degree^

that is difficult even to understand.

For a long time I used to wonder in vain

what feelings, sentiments, ideas might be

rifel I- imperturbable = calm, unmoved ^^^^fzZ 2. in a
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hidden beneath all that unsmiling placidity.

The native teachers, de faclo^ government

officials, did not appear to be on intimate

terms^ with any of their pupils : there was no

trace of that affectionate familiarity I liad

seen in Izumo ; the relation between instruc-

tors and instructed seemed to begin and end

with the bu::le-calls by which classes were

assembled and dismiss^ d. In this I afterwards

found myself partly mistaken ; still such rela-

tions as actudly existed .were for the most

part formal rather than natural, and quite

unlike those old fasliioned, loving sympathies

of which the memory had always remained

with me since my departure from the Province

of the Gods.^

But later on,* at frequent intervals, there

came to me suggestions'^ of an inner life much

more attractive than this outward seeming,

—

hints of emoJonal individuality. A few I

[ttl I. (^e ic.to (||?ft,iIO :$W to 2. on intimate terms Hi^fj;

%J^^ terms= mutual footing l^t^^ ^^^^ 3- the Province of the

^
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obtained in casuaP conversations, but the most

remarkable in written themes. Subjects given

for composition occasionally coaxed out some

totally unexpected blossoming of thoughts

and feelings. A very pleasing fact was the

total absence of any false shyness, or indeed

shyness of any sort : the'young men were not

ashamed to write exactly what they felt or

hoped. They would write about their homes,

about their reverential love to their parents,

about happy experiences of their childhood,

about their friendships, about their adventures

during the holidays ; and this often in a way I

thought beautiful, because of its artless, abso-

lute sincerity. After a number of such sur-

prises, I learned to regret keenly that 1 had

not from the outset" kept notes upon all the

remarkable compositions received.^ Once a

week I used to read aloud and correct in class

a selection from the best handed in, correcting

the remainder at home. The very best I

Cttl !• casual —accidental, unexpected fl|^0o 2. from the
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could not always presume to read aloud and

criticise for the general benefit, because treat-

ing of matters too sacred to be methodically^

commented upon, as the following examples

may show.

I had given as a subject for English compo-

sition this question: *' What do men remem-

ber longest?" One student answered that

we remember our happiest moments longer

than we remember all other experiences,

because it is in the nature of every rational

being to try to forget what is disagreeable or

painful as soon as possible. I received many

still more ingenious answers,-^some of which

gave proofs of a really keen psychological

study of the question. But 1 liked best of

all the simple reply of one who thought that

painful events are longest remembered. He

wrote exactly what follows : I found it need-

less to alter a single word :

—

[;=;!:
i

I, m thodically= regularly ^^^:>Xo 2. proot it59* (iHs
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" What do men remember longest ? 1

think men remember longest that Avhich they

hear or see under painful circumstances.

*^ When I was only four years old, my dear,

dear mother died. It was a winter's day.

The wind was blowing hird in the trees, and

round the roof of our house. There were no

leaves on the branches of the trees. Quails

were whistling in the distance,—making mel-

ancholy sounds. I recall something I did.

As my mother was lying in bed,— a Httle

before she died,— I gave her a sweet orange.

She smiled and took it, and tasted it. It was

the last time she smiled. . . . From the

moment when she ceased to breathe to this

hour more than sixteen years have elapsed.

But to me the time is as a moment. Now also

it is winter. The winds that blew when my

mother died blow just as then ; the quails

utter the same cries ; all things are the same.

But my mother has gone away, and will never

come back again.*'
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The following, also, was written in reply to

the same question :
—

** The greatest sorrow in my life was my

father's death. I w^as seven years old. I can

remember that he had been ill all day, and

that my toys had been put aside, and that I

tried to be very quiet. I had not seen him

that morning, and the day seemed very long.

At last I stole into- my father's room, and put

my lips close to his cheek, and whispered,

* Father /father! ' — and his cheek was very

cold. He did not speak. My uncle came,

and carried me out of the room, but said

nothing.
^

TlTen I feared my father would die,

because his cheek felt cold just as my little

sister's had been when she died. In the even-

ing a great many neighbors and other people

came to the house, and caressed me, so that

I was happy for a time. But they carried my

father away during the night, and I never saw

him after/'
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II

7ROM the foregoing one might

suppose a simple style char-

acteristic^ of English compo-

sitions in Japanese higher

schools. Yet the reverse is

the fact. There is a general tendency to

prefer big words to^ little ones, and long com-

plicated sentences to plain short periods.

For this there are some reasons which would

need a philological essay by Professor Cham-

berlain^ to explain. But the tendency in

itself^— constantly strengthened by the ab-

surd text-books injuse— can be partly under-

stood from the fact that the very simplest

forms of English expression are the most

obscure to a Japanese, — because they are

idiomatic.^ The student finds them riddles,

[Kl ^' characteristic |t complemet ii v] ^ #"£^^...0 2. prefer

it io f^S, h O^i L'CU above ^(1 ^,Mi: before) H to [t

r^'^J tj ^pto 3- Professor Chamberlain (X^ ^ ^ ;4^f^'*
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since the root-ideas behind them are so dif-

ferent from his own that, to explain those

ideas, it is first necessary to know something

of Japanese psychology; and in avoiding sim-

ple idioms he follows instinctively the direction

of least resistance.

I tried to cultivate an opposite tendency by

various devices. Sometimes I would write

familiar stories for the class, all in simple

sentences, and in words of one syllable.

Sometimes I would suggest themes to write

upon, of which the nature^ almost compelled

simple treatment. Of course I was not very

successful in my purpose, but one theme

chosen in relation to it— *' My First Day at

School
''—evoked a large number of composi-

tions that interested me in quite another way,

as revelations of sincerity of feeling and ot

ch:iracter. I offer a few selections, slightly

abridged and corrected. Their rtaiVete^ is not

their least- charm,— especially if one reflect

Cfil I. of which the nature = the nature of which ^0t3:Hl^o
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they are not the recollections of boys. The

following seemed to me one of the bes.t ;—

'* I could not go to school until I was eight

years old. I had often bei::^ged my f:ther to

let me go, for all my playmates were already

at school ; but he would not, thinking I was

not strong enough. So I remained at home,

and played with my brother.^

** My brother^ accompanied me to school

first day. He spoke to the teacher, and then

left me. The teacher took me into a room, and

commanded me to sit on a bench, tl:en he also

left me. I felt sad as 1 sat there in silence :

there was no brother to play with now,—only

many strange boys. A bell rang twice ; and

a teacher entered our classroom, and told us

to take out our slates. Then he wrote a

Japanese character on the blackboard, and

lold ws to copy it. That day he taught us hew

CM I- :^ brother {t i ^ |:;g'CiE^T^^ ^&^^X ^-^ U
2. lO brother [l OtiX^l<>X ^.mA'&^UH^l^ ^'B
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to write two Japanese words, and told us

some story about a good boy. When I

returned home I ran to my mother, and knelt

down by her side to tell her what the teacher

had taught me. Oh ! how great my pleasure

then was ! I cannot even tell how I felt,—
much less write it. I can only say that I then

thought the teacher was a more learned man

than father, or any one else whom I knew,—
the most awful, and yet the most kindly

person in the world."

The following also shows the teacher in a

very pleasing light :^—

*' My brother and sister took me to school

the first day. I thought I could sit beside

them in the school, as I used to do at home
;

but the teacher ordered me to go to a class-

room which was very far away from that of my

brother and sister. I insisted upon remaining

Clt] !• lig^t MJi^ point of view, aspect o
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with my brother and sister ; and when the

teacher said that could not be, I cried and

made a great noise. Then they allowed my

brother to leave his own class, and accompany

me to mine. But after a while I found play-

mates in my own class ; and then I was not

afraid to be without my brother.''

This also is quite pretty and true :
—

" A teacher— (I think, the head master)

called me to him, and told me that I must

become a great scholar.' Then he bade some

man take me into a classroom where there

were forty or fifty scholars. I felt afraid and

pleased at the same time, at the thought of

having so many playfellows. They looked at

me shyly, and I at them. I was at first afraid

to speak to them. Little boys are innocent

like that. But after a while, in some way or

other, we began to play together ; and they

seemed to be pleased to have me play with

them."
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The above three compositions were by

young men who had their first schooling under

the existing educational system/ which prohib-

its harshness on the part^ of masters. But it

would seem that the teachers of the previous

era were less tender. Here are three com-

positions by older students who appear to

have had quite a different experience:—

I. ** Before Meiji, there were no such pub-

lic schools in Japan as there are now. But

in every province there was a sort of student

society composed of the sons of Samurai.

Unless a man were a Samurai, his son could

not enter such a society. It was under the

control of the Lord of the province, who ap-

pointed a director to rule the students. The

principal study of the Samurai was that oi

the Chinese language and literature. Most

of the Statesmen of the present government

were once students in such Samurai schools.

[p]I I. the e^istin^ educational system ?I:£0|kW$'JS (^ ^^iU
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Common citizens and country people had to

send their sons and daughters to primary

schools called Terakoya^ where all the teaching

was usually done by one teacher. It consisted

of little^ more than reading, writing, calculat-

ing, and some moral instruction. We could

learn to write an ordinary letter, or a very

easy essay. At eight years old, I was sent to

a terakoya, as I was not the son of a Samurai.

At first I did not want to go ; and every morn-

ing my grandfather had to strike me with his

stick to make me go. The discipline at that

school was very severe. Ifa boy did not obey,

he was beaten with a bamboo, — being held

down^ to receive his punishment. After a

year, many public schools were opened : and

I entered a public school.*'

2, *' A great gate, a pompous building, a

very large dismal room with benches in rows,

— these I remember. The teachers looked

very severe ; I did not like their faces. I sat

{^^ I. little 3p&^£*Jr^fSL<> 2. being held down = being
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on a bench in the room and felt hateful. The

teachers seemed unkind ; none of the boys

knew me, or spoke to me. A teacher stood

up by the blackboard, and began to call the

names. He had a whip in his hand. He

called my name. I coiild ^ot answer, and

burst out crying. So I was sent home. That

was my first day at school.'*

3. '*When I was seven years old I was

obliged to enter a school in my native village.

My father gave me two or three writing-

brushes and some paper ;
— I was very glad to

get them, and promised to study as earnestly

as I could. But how unpleasant the first day

at school was ! When I went to the school,

none of the students knew me, and I found

myself without a friend. I entered a class-

room. A teacher, with a Vvhip in his hand,

called my name in 2l large voice.^ I was very

much surprised at it, and so frightened that I

could not help crying. The boys laughed very

[|tl I. large i ^i^WUUt^'^S^ LW^h ^OT 'T ^ V )^ ^ 1- t
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loudly at me ; but the teacher scolded them,

and whipped one of them, and then said to

nie, * Don't be afraid of my voice: what is

your name ?
' I told him my name, snuffling.

I thought then that school was a very disagree-

able place, where we could neither weep nor

laugh. I wanted only to go back home at

once; and though I felt it was out of my

power to go, I could scarcely bear to stay un-

til the lessons were over. When I returned

home at last, I told my father what I had felt

at school, and said; *I do not like to go to

school at all'
''

Needless to say the next memory is of Meiji.

It gives, as a composition, evidence of what

we should call in the West, character.-^ The

suggestion of self-reliance at six )ears old is

delicious^: so is the recollection of the little

sister taking off her white tabi to deck her

child-brother on his first school-day :
—

C^] I. character ^t JlXU^i^ £' : i>' LO j!)» ^ Hl^ii'&^h o
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** I was six years old. My mother awoke

me early. My sister gave me her*own stock-

ings {tabi) to wear, — and I left very happy.

Father ordered a servant to attend me to the

school ; but I refused to be accompanied : I

wanted to feel that I could go all by myself.

So I went alone ; and, as the school was not

far from the house, I soon found myself in

front of the gate. Tiiere stood still a Httle

while, because I knew none of the children I

saw going in. Boys and girls were passing

into the schoolyard, accompanied by servants

or relatives ; and inside I saw others playing

games which filled me with envy. But all at

once a little boy among the players saw me,

and with a laugh came running to me. Then

I was very happy. I walked to and fro with

him, had in hand. At last a teacher called

all of us into a schoolroom, and made a

speech which I could not understand. After

that we were free for the day because it

was the first day. I returned home with my

friend. My parents were waiting for me.
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with fruits and cakes ; and my friend and I

ate them together/'

Another writes :—

" When I first went to school I was six

years old. I remember only that my grand-

father carried my books and slate for me, and

that the teacher and the boys were very, very,

very kind and good to me,— so that I thought

^school was a paradise in this world, and did

not want to return home/'

I think this little bit of natural remorse is

also Avorth the writing down :
—

**I was eight years old when I first went to

school. I was a bad boy. I remember on

the way home from school I had a quarrel

with one of my playmates,— younger than I.

He threw a very little stone at me which hit

me. I took^a branch of a tree lying in the

road, and struck him across the face with all
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my might. Then I ran away, leaving him

crying in the middle of the road. My heart

told me what I had done. After reaching my

home, I thought I still heard him crying. My
little playmate is not any more in this world

now. Can any one know my feelings ?
"

All this capacity of young men to turn back

with prefect naturalness of feeling to scenes

of their childhood appears to me essentially

Oriental. In the Occident men seldorn begin

to recall 'their childhood vividly before the

approach of the autumn season of life. But.

childhood in Japan is certainly happier than

in other lands, and therefore perhaps is re-

gretted earlier in adult life. The following

extract from a student's record of his holiday

experience touchingly^ expresses such regret

:

'' During the spring vacation, I went hoine

to visit my parents. Just before the end of

cm *• touchingly = in a palhelic manner /v^iCiM'jSill'^^'^
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the holidays, when it was nearly time for me

to return to the college, I heard that the stu-

dents of the middle school of my native town

were also going to Kumamoto on an excur-

sion, and I resolved to go with them.

** They marched in military order with their

rifles. I had no rifle, so I took my place in

the rear of the column. We marched all day,

keeping time^ to millitary songs which we sung

all together.

" In the evening we reached Soyeda. The

teachers and students of the Soyeda school,

and the chief men of the village, welcomed us.

Then we were separated into detachments,

each of which was quatered in a different

hotel. I entered a hotel, with the last detach-

ment, to rest for the night,

" But I could not sleep for a long time.

Five years before, on a similar * military ex-

cursion,' I had rested in that very hotel, as a

student of the same middle school. I remem-

[t!;!] I' keeping time = moving in unison J5S3&^lt5'^^«l^^^ ^9
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bered the fatigue and the pleasure ; and I

compared my feelings of the moment with the

recollection of my feelings then as a boy. I

could not help a weak wish to be young again

like my companions. They were fast asleep,

tired with their long march ; and I sat up and

looked at their faces. How pretty their faces

seemed in that young sleep !

*'
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HI

^HE preceeding selections give

no more indication of the

general character of the

students' compositions than

might be furnished by any

choice made to illustrate a particular feel-

ing. Examples of ideas and sentiments from

ihemes of a graver kind Vv^ould show variety

of thought and not a little originality^ in

method, but would require much space. A
few notes, however, copied out of my class-

register, will be found suggestive, if not ex-

actly curious.

At the summer examinations of 1893 I sub-

mitted to the graduating classes, for a compo-

sition theme, the question, ** What is eternal

in literature ? '' I expected original answers,

as the subject had never been discussed by us,

im I- originality ^mj. l/f^. ^ili* (AO 3l la^ LU^^X
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and was certainly new to the pupils, so far

as their knowledge- of Western thought was

concerned/ Nearly all the papers proved in-

teresting. I select twenty replies as examples.

Most of them immediately proceeded a long

discussion, but a few were embodied in the

text of the essay :
—

1. ** Truth and Eternity are identical:

these make the Full Circle, — in Chinese,

Yen-Man."

2. *' All that in human life and conduct

which is according to the laws of the Uni-

verse.*'

3.
'' The lives of patriots, and the teach-|

ings of those who have given pure maxims to

the world.'*

4. ** Filial Piety, and the doctrine of its

teachers. Vainly the books of Confucius

were burned during the Shin dynasty ; they

[ij-:] I- so far as ... was concerned ... {l^-T IR^) 'Vl'^ C^'t^
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are translated to-day into all the languages of

the civilized world/'

5.
** Ethics, and scientific truth/'

6. *' Both evil and good are eternal, said

a Chinese sage. We should read only that

which is good/'

7.
*' The great thoughts and ideas of our

ancestors/'

8. '* For a thousand million centuries truth

is truth/'

9. ** Those ideas of right and wrong upon

which all schools of ethics agree/'

10. '* Books which rightly explain the phe-

nomena of the Universe/'

11. ** Consience alone is unchangeable.

Wherefore books about ethics based upon

conscience are eternal/'

12. ** Reasons for noble action: these re-

main unchanged by time/'

13. ** Books written upon the best moral

means of giving the greatest possible happi-

ness to the greatest possible number of people,

— that is, to mankind/*
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14- *' The Gokyo (the Five Great Chinese

Classics)/'

15. '* The holy books of China, and of the

B.iddhists."

16. ** All that which teaches the Right and

Pure Way of human conduct.*'

17. *' The Story of Kusunoki Masashige,

who vowed to be reborn seven times to fight

against the enemies of his Sovereign.**

18. ''Moral sentiment, without which the

world would be only an enormous clod of

earth, and all books waste-paper/'

19.
** The Tao-te-King,**

20. Same as 19, but with this comment.

*' He who reads that which is eternal, liis soul

shall hover eternally in the Universey^
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IV

COME particularly Oriental senti-

ments were occasionally

drawn out through discus-

sions. The discussions were

based upon stories which

I would relate to a class by word of mouth,

and invite written or spoken comment about.

The results of such a discussion are hereafter

set forth/ At the time it took place, I ha'd

already told the students of the higher classes

a considerable number of stories. I had told

them many of the Greek myths ; among

which that of CEdipus and the Sphinx^ seemed

especially to please them, because of the hid-

den moral, and that of Orpheus,'^ like all our

Ctil '• ^^ ^^^^^ - ^^^^ known, publish §^ ^ "f ;^ ^ ^T o

2. OfMipus and the Sphinx — the Sphinx [licOM^^^ :^^SS*

Thebes ^i-tlt 5 9 ^ LX Juno mii^T U^OX t>'Oiz. ^ :T
jifc

Sphinx iiii^Rfi.5>-t:fi?< n(DXin^^io^%^;^iiL
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musical legends, to have no interest for them.

I had also told them a variety of our most

famous modern stories. The marvelous tale

of '' Rappacini's Daughter*'^ proved greatly to

their liking ; and the spirit of Hawthorne

might have found no little ghostly pleasure in

their interpretation of it *' Monos and Dai-

monos'^^ found favor; and Poe's wonderful

fragment, ** Silence/'^ was appreciated after a

fashion that surprised me. On the other

hand, the story of ** Frankenstein *'^ impressed

them very little. None took it seriously. For

Western minds the tale must always hold a

peculiar horror, because of the shock it gives

to feelings evolved under the influence of He-

braic ideas concerning the origin of life, the

Cli]l I. Rappacini's Daughter. Hawthorne CD^m^hM'^ Mosses

from an Old Manse 3^r-tfjt^^. £l*l'lO®ffiiIiTM4?^*ff

l^l'^O-C^S Rappacini ;i5i.A> SKr-'^^jB^i ^J ^^'-W^
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tremendous character of divine prohibitions,

and the awful punishments destined for those

who would tear the veil from Nature's secrets,

or mock, even unconsciously, the work of a

jealous Creator.^ But to the Oriental mind,

unshadowed by such grim faith,— feeling no

distance between gods and men,— conceiving

life as a multiform whole ruled by one uni-

form law that shapes the consequence ofevery

act into a reward or a punishment, —^ the

ghastliness of the story makes no appeal.

Most of the written criticisms showed me that

it was generally regarded as a comic or semi-

comic parable. After all this, I was rather

puzzled one morning by the request for a

*' very strong moral story of the Western

kind."

I suddenly resolved— though knowing I

was about to venture on dangerous ground—
to try the full effect of a certain Arthurian^
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legend which I felt sure somebody would criti-

cise with a vim.^ The moral is rather more

tharr ** very strong

;

'' and for that reason I

was curious to hear the result.

So I related to them the story of Sir Bors,^

which is in the sixteenth book of Sir Thomas

Mallory's " Morte d'Arthur/'^— " how Sir

Bors met his brother Sir Lionel taken and

beaten with thorns,— and of a maid which

should have been dishonored,— and how Sir

Bors left his brother to rescue the damsel, —
and how it was told them that Lionel was

dead,'' But I did not try to explain to

them the knightly idealism imaged in the

beautiful old tale, as I wished to hear them

comment, in their own Oriental way, upon the

bare facts of the narrative.

Which they did as follows :
—

'* The action of Mallory's knight,'' ex-

Lffl '• vim= power, energy 7cM"»>?/o 2. Sir Bors ^ Sir Lionel

i^ Arthur gEO knight W^^^±\'hh. MUt I ^ r-ffit^

^M^)o 3' Sir Thomas Mallory (1 1430 fe^fljC^n 1470 t^l-^
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claimed Iwai,^ '* was contrary even to the prin-

ciples of Christianity,— if it be true that the

Christian religion declares all men brothers.

Such conduct might be right if there were no

society in the world. But while any society

exists which is formed of families, family love

must be the strength of that society ; and the

action of that knight was against family love,

and therefore against society. The principle

he followed was opposed npt only to all society,

but was contrary to all religion, and contrary

to the morals of all countries/*

** The story is certainly immoral,'* said

Orito.^ '* What it relates is opposed to all our

ideas of love and loyalty, and even seems to

us contrary to nature. Loyalty is not a mere

duty. It must be from the heart, or it is not

loyalty. It must be an inborn feeling. Arid

it is in the nature of every Japanese.*'

^' It is a horrible story,*' said Ando.^ '' Phi-

lanthropy itself is only an expansion of frater-
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nal love. The man who could abandon his

own brother to death merely to save a strange

woman was a wicked man. Perhaps he was

influenced by passion."

'' No/' I said :
'' you forget I told you that

tliere was no selfishness in his action, — that

it must be interpreted as a heroism."

'* I think the explanation of the story must

be religious," said Yasukochi/ ** It seems

strange to us ; but that may be because we do

not understand Western ideas very well Of

course to abandon one's own brother in order

to save a strange woman is contrary to all our

knowledge of right. But if that knight was

a man of pure heart, he must have imagined

himself obliged to do it because ofsome prom-

ise or some duty. Even then it must have

seemed to him a very painful and disgraceful

thing to do, and he could not have done it

without feeling that he was acting against the

teaching of his own heart,"

** There you are right," I answered. " But
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you sliould also know that the sentiment

obeyed by Sir Bors is one which still influ-

ences the conduct of brave and noble men in

the societies of the West, — even of men who

cannot be called religious at all in the common

sense of that word/'

** Still, we think it a very bad sentiment,"

said Iwai;***and we would rather hear an-

other story about another form of society/*

Then it occurred to me to tell them the

immortal story of Alkestis/ I thought for the

moment that the character of Herakles^ in that

divine drama would have a particular charm

for them. But the comments proved I was

mistaken. No one even referred to Herakles.

Indeed I ought to have remembered that our

ideals of heroism^ strength of purpose, con-

tempt of death, do not readily appeal to Jap-

anese youth. And this for the reason that no

[it] I. Alkestis ^|1 Alcestis |1 Admetus CD^^ ¥ "9 =y ^ ^f^.

^jf^§ Euride^ 4So?-4o6 B.C.) m^UOf:±K<b:o T ^ n 0|*

Siitnr:B* Alkestis g.<^T:^0t:^i:g|:H:i fj:of:o Admetus
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Japanese gentleman regards such qualities as

exceptional. He considers heroism a matter

of course— something belonging to manhood

and inseparable from it. He would say that

a woman may be afraid without shame, but

never a man. Then as a mere idealization of

physical force, 1 1 erakles could interest Ori-

entals very little : their own mythology teems

with impersonations of strength; and, besides,

dexterity, sleight, quickness, are much more

admired by a true Japanese than strength.

No Japanese boy would sincerely wish to be

like the giant Benkei ; but Yoshitsune, the

slender, supple conqueror and master of Ben-

kei, remains an ideal of perfect knighthood

dear to the hearts of all Japanese youth.

Kamekawa^ said :
—

**The story of Alkestis, or at least the

story of Admetus, is a story of cowardice, dis-

loyalty, immorality.' The conduct of Adme-

tus was abominable. His wife was indeed

noble and virtuous— too good a wife for so
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shameless a man. I do not believe that the

father of Admetus would not have been will-

ing to die for his son if his son had been

worthy. I think he would gladly have died

for his son had he not been disgusted by the

cowardice of Admetus. And how disloyal

the subjects of Admetus were ! The moment

they heard of their king's danger^ they should

have rushed to the palace, and humbly begged

that they might be allowed to die in his stead.

However cowardly or cruel he might have

been, that was their duty. They were his

subjects. They lived by his favor. Yet how

disloyal they were ! A country inhabited by

such shameless people must soon have gone

to ruin. Of course, as the story says, * it is

sweet to live.' Who does not love life ?

Who does not dislike to die ? But no brave

man— no loyal man even— should so much

as think about his life when duty requires

him to give it."

'*But/' said Midzuguchi,^ who had joined

Cltl '• their kinci's danger. JiO]^i)^^^^)M^X Admetus tt I
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US a little too late^ to hear the beginning of

the narration, *' perhaps Admetus was actu-

ated by filial piety. Had I been Admetus,

and found no one among my subjects willing

to die for me, I should have said to my wife :

* Dear wife, I cannot leave my father alone

now, because he has no other son, and his

grandsons are still too young to be of use to

him. Therefore, if you love me, please die in

my place/
"

'' You do not understand the story,*' said

Yasukochi. *' Filial piety did not exist in

Admetus. He wished that his father should

have died for him/'

** Ah !

'* exclamed the apol6gist in real sur-

prise,
— ** that is not a nice story, teacher !

''

'* Admetus,'* declared Kawabuchi,^ ** was

everything which is bad. He was a hateful

coward, because he was afraid to die ; he was

a tyrant, because he wanted his subjects to

die for him ; he was an unfilial son because he

lUl I- a little too late 'J^ 1:^? < (X'C«r:0Ti5 LOla^l'

^

r^^[tUi)^oi: ." too late iHr^otiaiC'e'U'fji^.NiaB^^ -o
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wanted his old father to die in his place ; and

he was an unkind husband, because he asked

his wife— a weak woman with little children

— to do what he was afraid to do as a man.

What could be baser than Admetus ?
"

*' But Alkestis/' said Iwai,— '* Alkestis

was all that is good. For she gave up her

children and everything,— even like the

Buddha {Shako) himself. Yet she was very

young. How true and brave ! The beauty of

her face might perish like a spring-blossom-

ing, but the beauty of her act should be re-

membered for a thousand times a thousand

year. Eternally her soul will hover in the

universe. Formless she is now ; but it is the

Formless who teach us more kindly than our

kindest living teachers,— the souls of all who

have done pure, brave, wise deeds."

**The wife of Admetus/' said Kumamoto,^

inclined to austerity in his judgments, ** was

^limply obedient. She was not entirely blame-

less. For, before her death, it was her highest
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duty to have severely reproached her husband

for his foolishness. And this she did not do,

—not at least as our teacher tells the story.'*

'' Why Western people should think that

story beautiful/' said Zaitsu/ '* is difficult for

us to understand. There is much in it which

fills us with anger. For some of us cannot

but think of our parents when listening to

such a story. After the Revolution of Meiji,

for a time, there was much sufferin >. Often

perhaps our parents were hungry
;
yet we

always had plenty of food. Sometimes they

could scarcely get money to live
;
yet we were

educated. When we think of all it cost them

to educate us, all^he trouble it gave them to

bring us up, all the love they gave us, and all

the pain we caused them in our foolish child-

hood, then we think we can never, never do

enough^ for them. And therefore we do not

like that story of Admetus.*'

The bugle sounded for recess. I went to
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the parade-ground to take a smoke. Pres-

ently a few students joined me, with their

rifles and bayonets— for the next hour was

to be devoted to military drill. One said:

** Teacher, we should like another subject for

composition, — not too easy."

I suggested :
" How would you like this for

a subject, ' What is most difficult to under-

stand ? ' ''

*' That,'' said Kawabuchi, ** is not hard to

answer,— the corret use of English prepo-

sitions.''

" In the study of English by Japanese stu-

dents, — yes," I answered. ** But I did not

mean any special difficulty of that kind. I

meant to write your ideas about what is most

difficult for all men to understand."

'* The universe ? " queried Yasukochi.

** That is too large a subject."

" When I was only six years old," said

Orito, **
I used to wander along the seashore,

on fine days, and wonder at the greatness ot

the world. Our home was by the sea. After-
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wards I was taught that the problem of the

universe will at last pass away, like smoke/'

"I think/' said Miyakawa/ ** that the

hardest of all things to understand is why

men live in the world. From the time a child

is born, what does he do ? He eats and

drinks ; he feels happy and sad ; he sleeps

at night ; he awakes in the morning. He is

educated ; he grows up ; he marries ; he has

children ; he gets old ; his hair turns first

gray and then white ; he becomes feebler and

feebler,— and he dies.

*' What does he do all his life ? All his

real work in this world is to eat and to drink,

to sleep and to rise up ; since, whatever be his

occupation as a citizen, he toils only that he

may^'be able to continue doing this. But for

what purpose does a man really come into the

world ? Is it to eat ? Is it to drink ? Is it

to sleep ? Every day he does exactly the

same thing, and yet he is not tired ! It is

strange.
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" When rewarded, he is glad ; when- pun-

ished, he IS sad. If he becomes rich, he thinks

himself happy. If he becomes poor, he is

very unhappy. Why is he glad or sad accord-

ing to his condition ? Happiness and sadness

are only temporary things. Why does he

study hard ? No matter how great a scholar

he may become, what is there left of him when

he is dead ? Only bones."

Miyakawa was the merriest and wittiest in

his class ; and the contrast between his joy-

ous character and his words seemed to me

almost startling. But such swift glooms of

thought— especially since Meiji— not unfre-

quently make apparition in quite young

Oriental minds. They are fugitive as shad-

ows of summer clouds ; they mean less than

they would signify in Western adolescence
;

and the Japanese lives not by thought, nor

by emotion, but by duty.^ Still, they are not

haunters^ to encourage.
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"I think/' said I, *' a much better subject

for you all would be the Sky : the sensations

which the sky creates in us when we look at

it on such a day as this. See how wonderful

it is!"

It was blue to the edge of the world, with

never a floss^ of cloud. There were no vapors

in the horizon ; and very far peaks, invisible

on most days, now massed^ into the glorious

light, seemingly diaphanous.^

Then Kumashiro,^ looking up to the mighty

arching, uttered with reverence the ancient

Chinese words :
—

** What thought is so high as It is ? What

mind is so wide ?
"

" To-day,'' I said, ** is beautiful as any

summer day could be,— only that the leaves

are falling, and the semi are gone."

" Do you like semi, teacher ? " asked Mori.^

'*
It gives me great pleasure to hear them,"

[g] I. a floss >r^^ V^y. HP ^ !> '^J fl^S^ ^^-ito
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I answered. " We have no such cicadae in

the West/'

** Human life is compared to the life of a

semi/* said Orito,— '' utsuse7ni no yo. Brief

as the song of the semi all human joy is, and

youth. Men come for a season and go, as do

the semi."

** There are no semi now,*' said Yasukochi

;

** perhaps the teacher thinks it is sad."

** I do not think it sad," observed Noguchi.*

'' They hinder us from study. I hate the

sound they make. When we hear that sound

in summer, and are tired, it adds fatigue to

fatigue so that we fall asleep. If we try to

read or write, or even think, when we hear

that sound we have no more courage to do

anything. Then we wish that all those insects

were dead."

** Perhaps you like the dragon-flies," I sug-

gested. ** They are flashing all arohnd us
;

but they make no sound."
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" Every Japanese likes dragon-flies/' said

Kumashiro. ** Japan, you know, is called

Akitsusu, which means the Country of the

Dragon-fly/'

We talked about different kinds of dragon-

flies ; and they told me of one I had never

seen,— the Shoro-tombo,^ or ** Ghost dragon-

fly," said to have some strange relation to the

dead. Also they spoke of the Yamma^—

a

very large kind of dragon-fly, and related that

in certain old songs the samurai were called

Yamma, because the long hair of a young

warrior used to be tied up into a knot in the

shape of a dragon-fly.

A buijle sounded ; and the voice of the

military officer rang out,—
'' Atsumar EJ'' (fall in !)^ But the young

men lingered an instant to ask,—
**Well, what shall it^ be, teacher ?— that

which is most difficult to understand ? " *

-No," I said, ^^the Sky."«

[|£1 I. Shoro-tombo f^g^ ^li* O i^ ^ i)^t*o 2. Yamma
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And all that day the beauty of the Chinese

utterance haunted me, filled me like an exal-

tation :
—

** What ihotight is so high as it is? What

mind is so wide ?
'*
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HERE IS one instance in which

the relation between teachers

and students is not formal at

all, — one precious survival

of the mutual love of other

days in the old Samurai Schools. By all the

aged Professor^ of Chinese is reverenced
;

and his influence over the young men is very

great. With a word he could calm any out*

busrt of anger ; with a smile he could quicken

any generous impulse. For he represents to

the lads their ideal of all that was brave, truej

noble, in the elder life, — the Soul of Old

Japan.

His name, signifying '* Moon-of-Autumn,*'

is famous in his own land.^ A little book has

been published about him, containing his por-

trait.^ He was once a samurai of high rank

im I- ^m^(o^^o^{tmn\^^. n^%mm. ^ifuss.
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belonging to the great clan of Aidzu. He rose

early to positions of trust and influence. He

has been a leader of armies, a negotiator be-

tween princes, a statesman, a ruTer of provinces

— all that any knight could be in the feudal

era. But in the intervals of military or polit-

ical duty he seems to have always been a

teacher. There are few such teachers. There

are few ^uch scholars. Yet to see him now,

you would scarcely believe how much he was

once feared— though loved— by the turbu-

lent swordsmen under his rule. Perhaps

there is no gentleness so full of charm as that

of the man of war noted for sternness in his

youth.

When the Feudal System made its last

battle for existence, he heard the summons of

his lord, and went into that terrible struggle

in which even the women and little children of

Aidzu took part. But courage and the sword

alone could not prevail against the new

methods of war ;— the power of Aidzu was

broken ; and he, as one of the leaders of that
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power, was long a politicnl prisoner.

But the victors esteemed him
; and the

Government he had fought against in all

honor took him into its service to teach the

new generations. From younger teachers

these learned Western science and Western

languages. But he still taught that wisdom

of the Chinese sages which is eternal,— and

loyalty, and honor, and all that makes the

man.

Some of his children passed away from his

sight. But he could not feel alone ; for all

whom he taught were as sons to him, and so

reverenced him. And he became old, very

old, and grew to look like a god,— like a

Kami-Sama.

The Kami-Sama^ in art bear no likeness to

the Buddhas. These more ancient divinities

have no downcast gaze, no mediative impas-

siveness.^ They are lovers of Nature ; they

haunt her fairest solitudes, and enter into the
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life of her trees, and speak in her waters, and

hover in her winds. Once upon the earth they

lived as men ; and the people of the land are

their posterity. Even as divine ghosts, they

remain very human, and of many dispositions.

They are the emotions, they are the sensa-

tions of the living.^ But as figuring in legend

and the art born of legend, they are mostly

very pleasant to know. I speak not of the

cheap art which treats them irreverently in

these skeptical days, but of the older art

explaining the sacred texts about them. Of

course such representations vary greatly. But

were you to ask what is the ordinary traditional

aspect of a Kami, I should answer :
'* An

ancient smiling man of wondrously gentle

countenance, having a long white beard, and

all robed in white with a white girdle.*'

Only that the girdle of the aged Professor

was of black silk, just such a vision of Shinto

he seemed when he visited me the last time.
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He had met me at the college, and had

said :
''

I know there has been a congratu-

lation^ at your house ; and that I did not call

was not because I am old or because your

house is far, but only because I have been

long ill. But you will soon see me."

So one luminous afternoon he came, bringing

gifts of felicitation, — gifts of the antique high

courtesy, simple in themselves, yet worthy

a prince : a little plum-tree, every branch and

spray one snowy dazzle of blossoms ;^ a curious

and pretty bamboo vessel full of wine ; and

two scrolls bearing beautiful poems, — texts

precious in themselves as the work of a rare

calllgrapher and poet ; otherwise precious to

me, because written by his own hand. Every-

thing which he said to me I do not fully know.

I remember words of affectionate encourage-

ment about my duties,— some wise, keen ad-

vice,— a strange story of his youth. But all

was like a pleasant dream ; for his mere

[|J:J I. Hern ^^^ ^m^^^^^U^O ^ ^o
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presence was a caress/ and the fragrance of

his flower-gift seemed as a breathing from the

Takama-no-hara. And as a Kami should

come and go, so he smiled and went, — leaving

all things hallowed.^ The little plum-tree has

lost its flowers : another winter must pass

before it blooms again. But something very

sweet still seems to haunt the vacant^ guest-

room. Perhaps only the memory of that di-

vine old man ;
— perhaps a spirit ancestral,

some Lady* of the Past, who followed his steps

all viewlessly to our threshold that day, and

lingers with me awhile, just because he loved

me.

[ai I. caress tj:T$t*:^ d^AO^ ^ I ^ UiJ-^H^i)^

'^mttlh^t^m^ Lt:)o 2- hallowed ^^ hllXo
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TO OCHIAP

Kobe, February, 1896.

Dear Ochiai,—I am delighted that you have

taken up medicine, for two reasons. First, it

will assure your independence—your ability

to maintain yourself, and to help your people.

Secondly, it will change all your ideas about

the world we live in, and will make you large-

minded in many ways, if you study well. For

in these days, you can not study medicine

without studying many different branches of

science—chemistry, which will oblige you to

understand something of the nature of the

great mystery of matter,—physiology, which

will show you that the most ordinary human

body is full of machinery^ more wonderful than

any genius ever invented,—biology, which will

give you perceptions of the eternal laws which

shape all form and regulate all motion,—his-

tology, which win show you that all life is
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shaped, after methods that no man can under-

stand, out of one substance into millions of

different forms,—embryology, which will tell

you how the whole history of a species or a

race is shown in the development of the in-

dividual, as organ after organ unfolds and

develops in the wonderful process of growth.

The study of medicine is, to a large extent,

the study of the universe and of universal

laws,—and makes a better man of any one

who is intelligent enough to master its prin-

ciples. Of course you must learn to love it,

—because no man can do anything really

great with a subject that he does not like.

There are many very horrible things in it

which you will have to face ; but you must not

be repelled by these, because the facts behind

them are very beautiful and wonderful. There

is so much in medicine—such a variety of sub-

jects, that you will have a wide choice before

you in case some particular branch should not

be attractive to you.

Also do not forget that your knowledge of

English will be of great use to you in medicine,
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and that, if you love literature, niedicine will

give you plenty of chance to indulge that love.

(Some of our best foreign authors, you know,

have been practising physicians.^) In Kobe I

find that some of the best Japanese doctors

find English very useful to them, not only in

their practice, but also in their private studies.

But you will also have to learn German ; and

that language will open to you a very wonder-

ful literature, if you like literature—not to

speak of^ the scientific advantages of German,

which are unrivalled.

Well, I trust to hear good news from you

later on.^ Take great care of your health, I

beg of you, and believe me ever anxious for

your success.

Very truly always,

Lafcadio Hearn.

cm !• Oliver Wendell Holmes (;)[^), ' Conan Doyle (5^) ^P Y A

^>cr>^ A/U }^U €^COM ^i ^) ^ Practising Physicians [t W ^ ^
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TO BASIL HALL CHAMBERLAIN^

February 25, 1894.

Dear Chamberlain,— Surely, as you

say, it were^ better for Japan to have any

civilized religion than none,—and the danger

is that of having none. You can't imagine

how many compositions I get containing such

words as
—

*' Is there a God ?—I don't know ''

—which, strange as it may seem to you,

does'nt rejoice me at all. I am agnostic^

atheist, anything theologians like to call me
;

but what a loss to the young mind of eighteen

or twenty years must be the absence of all

that sense of reverence and tenderness which

the mystery of the infinite gives. Religion

has been very much to me, and I am still

profoundly religious in a vague way. It will

be a very ugly world when the religious sense

is dead in all children. For it is the poetry of

[til I- SSiiio ^m^o iiia^Lt:^ :5fe^-yA/5/fj:v|o

2. it were= it would be 3. agnostic :^'njj^tm^^ Af^Oj^
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the young, that should color all after-thought\

—or at least render cosmic emotions^ possible

later on^

Two gleams of sunshine^ :

—

You know there are men in this world that

we love the first time we look at their faces,

and never cease to love. I have met two such

Japanese,—needless to say never of this

generation. The first was Koteda Yasusada,

now Governor of Niigata. The second was

Akizuki of Aidzu, an old man of seventy-three.

Professor of Chinese in the college. I have

often spoken of him.

He came to-day to see my boy (for he had

been away in Tokyo for some months^). He

brought gifts,—a beautiful plum-tree in blos-

som, a most quaint vase full of sake, and

(most precious of all) two kakemono written

by himself, inscribed with poems in honour or

in congratulation—what should I say—of

Herun-San-no-o-Ko-san. He is a great Chinese

[|il I. after-thought fnJ;b^^^^Of:fc Ti T#'- ^ : ^ o ^X Jt IT

2. cosmic emotions -{^^;^^tti::^0fe^1f f: ^ '^(t-#-5K0^l]^
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scholar, autJ famous for calligraphy too. So

I had this Soul of old Japan in my house for

an hour ; and the Presence, like the perfume of

the plum-blossoms, filled all the place and

made it somewhat divine. Were there real

Kami, I know they would come and smile and

look just like that divine old man with his long-

grey beard.

The other gleam of sun was less bright, but

it was cheerful,—a visit to the jiujutsu private

school.^ Its teacher, Arima Sumihito,^ long of

the Nobles' school, is at all events^ a man.

He is a pupil of Kano, speaks English per-

fectly,—the handsomest Japanese I know,

—

cynically polite,

—

a fine aristocrat ; in short,

one of those types so different from the rest

that I never thought before of writing about

him. The* type is impossibly reserved,—not

attractive,—but decidedly interesting. Wei',

I studied some marvellous things during the ex-

hibition there ; and as I watched the jiujutsu, and

studied the surroundings, the idea came to me

[til i-mmcD^m-Lii'i^w^^^M^mmmo 2.:^j^i^
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of a possible normal change, or reform, in the

wh^le existing educational system. ** Here,'*

I said, ** is the old samurai school,—severely

simple, healthy, lovable, romantic. The

students delight in this return to the old ways,

—the squatting on the floor,—the perfect

natural freedom,—the faultless discipline of

self-control,—the irreproachable politeness,

—

the brotherhood between teacher and pupil —

"

Now could not schools be established for all

teaching in this very way ? I think they could.

It seems to me now an enormous mistake for

the Japanese to have tried to adopt the

Western school-system, to have built mon-

strosities of brick, and destroyed the Oriental

relation of pupil to teacher.

Lafcadio Hearn.
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TO BASIL HALL CHAMBERLAIN

March 9, 1894.

Dear Chamberlain,— '* Dai-Kon " for

Dai Konrei, I suppose,—the * Great Wedding.

Their Imperial Majesties have given us all

—

teachers and functionaries—the sum oi fifty

yeUy wherewith to make ourselves jocund.

At the school a new Japanese song was sung
;

and we all bowed to the pictures of their

Augustnesses, and then there were military

salutes\ and then, in the refectory, we drank

the Imperial healths. (The ceremony of bow-

ing is much less elaborate and graceful than in

the ordinary middle schools. Only two bows

are given, instead of six.) Then ** Ten-no-

Heika-Banzai
! ''—and such a yell !—like a real

college-yell in the West. ** Ten-no-Heika-

Banzai
! ''—not a yell, the second time,—but a

clear roar, that did my heart good to hear. I

wondered what the third cheer would be like.

[ft] I. military salutes [(^^^^50^' ^Oj&^i::;;fiaXU^M«
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** Ten-no-Heika-Banzai !

'* A tremendous roar

followed and suddenly broke into a furious

song,—the song of the overthrow of the

Tokugawa dynasty. ** They are very, very

much excited/' said one of the teachers,

—

"and that song is not a good song; it is

vulgar !
" I tried to get the song ; but every

one to whom 1 applied made unfavourable

criticisms about it. What the fault was, I can't

imagine ; but the song went on till I thought

the roof surged up and down at every lilt in it.

It was a very quick, swinging, devil-may-care^

sort of a song,—not at all like the solemn

military measures of to-day.—Then the

pendulum moved a little more to the i ight%

It always does when I hear such singing. I

think then, the Soul lives ; while that remains

there is always hope.^

To-night a procession of students with

E-NOR-Mous lanterns,—and then an enter-

Ctfel I- devil-may-care= reckless. I^i>^-fe)o \\X\l^^%'^'^

^ffLt:^g5^>S$^^t?Me)^|: J U^^J.^^-Xh^

^\hl o 2- the pendulum (o the right. (B^ffO) i> /O £' ^
%''}^ L/&0;5r (fflJ B IE l:*-) til v> r: ;i ^i. : ;£ U^^ i ^ ;v >^
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taiament at the school. What it will be like,

I don't know. I am going to see,—and will

tell you all about it ta-morrow.

Do you think 1 am right or wrong about the

following matter ? I am asked advice some-

times, and I urge those who ask it to follow a

course of practical science or of medicine, and

to leave law, literature, and philology alone

(unless, in the case that they seem to have ex-

traordinary natural talent for languages).

The other day I got a letter from Kyoto, full

of English mistakes, from a student^ who

wanted to know about taking a philological

course ;—and I wrote him, very strongly advis-

ing him to study anything else by preference.

The utter incapacity of most of the students to

turn literary and language studies to any high

account seems to me proof that only rare

talents should be even allowed the chance to

follow such studies.

Saturday, loth March :—This morning I

returned home from the college at 2.30,—after
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a night of curious festivities. About 6.00 on

Friday afternoon the lantern procession left

the college. There were about 400 students,

—each carrying a small red lantern,—and to

every hundred there v^as a monstrous egg-

shaped red lantern, borne at the head of the

column. The teachers and students sang their

new song, and other songs through the city, and

shouted *' Banzai/' At nine they returned to

tlie college, and the festivities began.

These were chiefly theatrical, with some

recitation thrown in. Unfortunately the

college has no real hall,— only an enormous

shed used for drilling-purposes in wet weather,

and the shed is not enclosed at the sides.

^

Kneeling on the floor, with the north wind on

one's back, from 9.00 P.M. till 2.00 A.M. was

trying. Still I find I can outkneeP the Japan-

ese in Yofiiku.

A word about the performances.

The students had arranged a nice little

stage, and some scenery.^ The performance

Ca] I- sides /:-cT xa:* i I H;!r i l-A f> ^^ 2» 3&^ %U\^ r;&o
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opened with samurai sword-songs,—each

young man having the appropriate costume,

with a white band about bis hair, sleeves

strung back, etc. This was greatly and

deservedly applauded.

Then" came a comedy. Some peasants

appeared from cjifferent sides, singing real

peasant songs, met, greeted each other, and

squatted down in the middle of an imaginary

field. Surveyors come to survey. Peasants

protest, interfere, attack,— the instruments

are slung about,—a great fight occurs ;

—

policemen run in, and arrest all parties con-

cerned. Next scene shows the police court.

The trial is, of course, made very funny by the

answers and protests of the peasants. Just

after the judge has pronounced sentence of

two months' imprisonment and costs comes a^

telegram announcing the Imperial Wedding-

anniversary. Prisoners are discharged ; and

judge, attorneys, police, peasants, and sur-

veyors dance a dance of exultation. The

acting in this piece seemed to be very fine :
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I was able to appreciate the excellence of the

peasants* parts.

To not bore^ you with too many details, I

will only mention one remarkable series of

subjects—what subjects ? Je vous le donne en

mille.^—Why,^ Commodore Perry and the

Shogunate. The Commodore speaks English,

and is surrounded by armed marines. Sho-

gun's interpreter asks him, ** Why have you

come to this country ? '' Perry makes ap-

propriate answer, explains,— says he has a

letter from the Great American People. In-

terpreter reads letter. Replies that the letter

is too difficult to answer at once,—so much

time will be required ... ** Sir, next year

come to Nagasaki, and wait there for the

Shogun's order. Do you know Nagasaki ?
'*

Perry answers that he knows Nagasaki, but

does not propose to know the Shogun. He

will return to await the Emperor s orders.

Next scene, Ronins, Samurai, aged teacher.

Aged teacher advises his young men what to

CS] !• To not bore you « Not to bore you. jlt:;^^^©
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do. Times are about to change. The ^uty

will be to work,—to work earnestly to make

Japan great.

Last scene. Banquet of Ministers in Tokyo.

'One student very cleverly represented Count

Jto. The Minister of England arises and

makes a speech about—the Imperial Wedding-

iestival. The French Minister^ speaks on the

same subject in French. The German in

German. The Chinese in Chinese. The Rus-

sian Minister, the Spanish, and the Italian, do

not, however, speak in their own tongues.

The speeches are humorous ; but more

humorous still the interpreter's part, by a

young man with a magnificent voice, ringing

like a gong,—who imitates, with very artistic

exaggeration, the solemn musical antique

method of reading official texts.

I may also mention a really magnificent

Daikokumai—Kyushu style, quite different

from anything in Izumo, and extremely pictu-

resque in costume and movement. Also
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Sciniurai in raincoats, disguised as peasants,

sinking a very small weird humble song in a

field, with their swords hidden,—waiting for

Demons, who are duly slaughtered.

Well, you would be bored if I told you any

more on paper in this mere hasty fashion.

Suffice to say the evening was a very plea-

sant one for me. I could not understand the

dialogue, but I could understand the acting.

It seemed to me very good indeed,—like the

acting of Latin students, I do not think

English students are naturally good actors at

all. The enormous difference in the acting of

French and of English boys was strongly im-

pressed on me in early days.

Then I could^ but remark tlie extremely

strong national feeling that characterized the

greater part of the performance,—the real

enthusiasm of the young men,—but always

with the lond regret for old samurai days,

—

sword-days. Whatever the officials be, the

students certainly have the feeling that should

be the strength of Japan.

At a little after 2.00 I fled,—too many
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students urging me to drink sake. I liad to

drink about fifteen cups, and have a headache

as I write.

Faithfully,

Lafcadio Hearn.
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TO BASIL HALL CHAMBERLAIN

Kumamoto, June, 1896.

Dear Chamberlain— Some splendid

boys will go to Tokyo this summer, but I

suppose as you no longer teach you are not

likely to see them. Still, I would like to

mention one name. Yasukochi Asakichi,

whom I have taught for three years, is the

finest Japanese student I ever met. Though

a heimin, he is patronized by the lord of

Fukuoka, and will probably be sent abroad.

He studies law, I am sorry to say, but he is

right,—having a special high talent for it.

He is extraordinarily solid in character,

—

massively, not minutely, practical,—straight,

large, thorough, and I th'nk will become a

great man. He is not only first in English,

but easily first also in everything he studies,

—and, quite unlike the average student, re-

gards his teachers only as helps to his own

unaided study—instead ot as bottles of know-

ledge to be emptied slowly upon lazy sponges.
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—A comrade, Kawafuchi/ is nearly as clever,

though less solid. What a pity, however, that

the really fine heads take always to law. The

science-classes show no such young men

:

they are mediocre in the extreme

Every once in a while,^ some delightful,

earnest, sweet-souled man-^a Tempo—comes

down here and lectures. He tells the boys of

their relation to the country's future! He re-

minds them of their ancestors. He speaks to

them of loyalty and honour. He laments the

decay of the ancient spirit, and the demoraliz-

ing influence of Western manners and Western

religion and Western business methods, And

as the boys are good, their hearts get full,

and something brightens their eyes in spite of

the fashion of impassiveness.^—But what are

their thoughts after ?

A striking example was afforded me the

other day, by a conversation with the remark

able student I told you of before,—Yasukochi

Asakichi. I will try to reproduce it thus :—

im i-"SMft(t?^^O^B|^^^^^JlW 2. once in a

while= at long intervals liX\Z every OlJf: I <2)ft> W-*'q
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" Sir ! What was your opinion of the old-

fashioned Japanese when you came first to

Japan ? Please to be quite frank with me."

*' You mean old men like Akizuki-San ?
"

*' Yes."

**Why, I thought them divine,—Kami-

Sama ; and I think them more divine now that

I have seen the new generation."

**Akizuki is a type of the ideal old sannirai.

But as a foreigner you must have perceived

faults."

**How, faults?''

*' From your Western standpoint."

*'MyWestern standpoint is philosophical and

ethical. A people's perfection means their

perfect fitness for the particular form of

society to which they belong.^ Judging from

such a standpoint the man of the Akizuki type

was more perfect than any Western type I

have ever met. Ethically, I could say the

same."
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*'But in a Society of the Western type,

could such men play a great part ?
"

** By their unaided exertions ?
"

*' Yes."

** No ; they have no business capacity, and

no faculty for certain combinations."

" That is true. And in what did their good-

ness seem to consist to you ?
"

*' In honour, loyalty, courtesy,—in supreme

self-control, — in unselfishness,— in considera-

tion of the rights of others,—in readiness to

sacrifice self."

*' That also is true. But in Western life are

these qualities sufficient to command suc-

cess ?
"

^' No."

"And the Oriental system ol morals

cultivated these ; and the result of that cultiva-

tion was to suppress the individual for the

sake of the whole ?
"

'' Yes."

*' On the other hand, the Western form of

society developes the individual by encourag-
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ing selfishness—competition, struggle for gain

—and all that ?
''

''Yes/'

** And Japan, in order to keep her place

among nations, must do business and carry on

industry and commerce in the Western

manner ?
*'

" Perhaps/'

** I do not think there is a perhaps. There

is only a must. We must have manufactures,

commerce, banks, stock-companies—we must

do things in the Western way, since our future

must be industrial and commercial. If we

should try to do things in the old way, we

should always remain poor and feeble. We
should also get the worst in every commercial

transaction/'

'' Yes.''

** Well, how can we do any business,—or

attempt any enterprise,—or establish any large

system,—or carry on any competition,—or do

anything on a large scale,—if we live by the

old morality ?
"
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'* Why ?
''

'* Because if we can do something advant-

ageous to ourselves or our interests only by

hurting some one else, we cannot do that

according to the old morality/'

- Yes."

*' But to do business in a Western way we

must not be checked by any such scruples
;

the man who hesitates to obtain an advantage

simply because he knows some one else will

be injured by it, will fail."

*' Not always."

** It must be the general rule when there are

no checks upon competition. The cleverest

and strongest succeed ; the weak and foolish

fail : it is the natural law—the struggle for

life. Is Western competition based upon lovv^

of one's fellow man ?
"

**No."

*' Sir, the truth is that no matter how good

the old morality was, we cannot follow any

such moral law and preserve our national in-

dependence and achieve any progress. We
must try to substitute law for morality."
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** It is a bad substitute/'

**It is not a bad substitute in England.

Besides, at last, men through the influence of

law will learn to be moral by reason, not by

emotion.^ We must forsake our Past."

And I could say nothing

Ever,

Lafgadio Hearn.
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